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Abstract We discuss the presence of ghostly instabilities
for metric-affine theories constructed with higher order cur-
vature terms. We mainly focus on theories containing only
the Ricci tensor and show the crucial role played by the
projective symmetry. The pathological modes arise from the
absence of a pure kinetic term for the projective mode and
the non-minimal coupling of a 2-form field contained in the
connection, and which can be related to the antisymmetric
part of the metric in non-symmetric gravity theories. The
couplings to matter are considered at length and cannot be
used to render the theories stable. We discuss different pro-
cedures to avoid the ghosts by adding additional constraints.
We finally argue how these pathologies are expected to be
present in general metric-affine theories unless much care is
taken in their construction.
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1 Introduction

Despite the impressive success of General Relativity (GR)
in explaining gravitational phenomena in a wide range of
scales [1] (including direct detection of gravitational waves
[2]), there is a logic in exploring gravitation beyond GR. On
the observational side, the necessity of incorporating addi-
tional components to the universe inventory (e.g. dark matter
and dark energy) as well as a satisfactory inflationary mech-
anism triggered a very active quest for explanations originat-
ing from a modification of gravity [3,4]. On the theoretical
side, the appearance of classical singularities such as the Big
Bang or the black hole singularities, signal the breakdown
of GR at high energies. This simply reflects the loss of per-
turbative unitarity of GR at around the Planck scale (in an
optimistic scenario) that calls for a UV completion. Wish-
ful thinking motivates exploring modified gravity scenarios
where the classical evolution can be trusted before reaching
the cut-off of the theory so that e.g. the Big Bang is replaced
by a stable classical bounce or the central singularity of black
holes is smoothed out by a wormhole or some other regu-
lar classical structures. This is the hope for instance in the
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Born-Infeld-like gravity theories (see e.g. [5] and references
therein.).

The intimate relation between GR and the geometry of
the spacetime makes it natural to explore modifications to
GR based on extending its geometrical framework, which in
turn could be related to carefully accounting for the micro-
scopic nature of spacetime itself. It is worth to emphasise
that the very possibility of interpreting gravity on geometri-
cal grounds roots in the most fundamental property of GR,
namely: it describes an interacting massless spin-2 particle.
Once the nature of the interaction has been established as
such, one is naturally led to the conclusion that this parti-
cle must couple universally, thus giving rise to the equiv-
alence principle and, consequently, to the very appealing
relation of gravity to the geometry of spacetime. The pre-
cise geometrical framework where GR is to be interpreted is
however conventional. We are most accustomed to regarding
gravity as a manifestation of the spacetime curvature within
a pseudo-Riemannian framework where the connection is
devoid of any relevant role. However, this is just one possi-
bility. In general, given a metric, the connection can be deter-
mined by its torsion (describing its antisymmetric part) and
the non-metricity (measuring the failure of the connection in
being metric-compatible). It is remarkable that the very same
dynamics of GR can in fact be ascribed to these two objects
in flat geometries [6–11], i.e., geometries with a vanishing
curvature. In this context, it seems a lawful act to grant the
connection its rightful place in the geometrical scenario and
construct theories where the metric and the connection are
treated on equal footing.

The generality of the metric-affine framework, where the
connection introduces D3 additional degrees of freedom
(dof’s) in D dimensions, usually motivates the introduction
of some restrictions either on the class of geometries or on
the considered actions in order to work with manageable the-
ories. Popular restrictions on the geometries are for instance
the teleparallel framework, where the connection is imposed
to be flat, or Weyl geometries and their generalisations, where
the connection contains one additional vector field associ-
ated to the gauging of scale invariance. On the other hand,
the connection can be left completely arbitrary and, then,
make a judicious choice of the action so that the dynamics
is substantially simplified. A paradigmatic example is the
Einstein–Hilbert term that gives the same dynamics regard-
less the employed formalism because, in the metric-affine
formulation, the connection is an auxiliary field whose equa-
tions of motion determine it to be the Levi-Civita connection
up to an irrelevant projective mode. Another class of theo-
ries that has recently received attention is conformed by the
so-called Ricci Based Gravity (RBG) where the action is con-
structed in terms of the Ricci tensor. Furthermore, most stud-
ies restrict it even further by imposing a projective symmetry
so only the symmetric part of the Ricci tensor is allowed.

This practical restriction turns out to be physically meaning-
ful because it deprives the connection of any dynamics and,
in fact, they are nothing but GR in disguise.

A common argument in favour of general metric affine
theories of gravity including higher order curvature terms
is the manifest second order nature of the field equations.
This property is sometimes claimed to avoid the presence
of Ostrogradski instabilities that plague their correspond-
ing metric formulation [12,13]. However, this reasoning is
flawed because what is sometimes not fully appreciated is
the true origin of the pathologies. A very simple illustration
of the incorrectness of this naive expectation is to notice that
one can always reduce the order of some field equations by
introducing suitable auxiliary fields. A perhaps better way of
phrasing it would be to say that a criterion to avoid Ostro-
gradski instabilities is to ensure second order field equations
on the constraint surface in phase space or, in other words,
after having solved the constraints of the system and/or hav-
ing integrated out all the auxiliary fields. In practice, this can
lead to non-local actions that can obscure the number and
nature of the physical dof’s.

Thus, in order to properly diagnose the presence of Ostr-
gradski instabilities and/or other pathologies, a better strategy
would be desired. The most direct way of tackling the issue
would be to perform an exhaustive Hamiltonian analysis to
identify the presence of constraints and work out the corre-
sponding algebra. However, this can be technically difficult
and, in many occasions, simpler approaches can be used to
show the presence of pathologies. It is specially useful to
check the breaking of gauge symmetries and the operators
producing it1 as a manner to easily identify ghostly dof’s.
This approach was used in [14] to show that generalized
RBGs where the projective symmetry is explicitly broken
generally contain additional ghostly dof’s. These come in
two forms: A spin-1 ghost arising from the absence of a
pure kinetic term for the projective mode and Ostrograd-
ski instabilities associated to non-minimal couplings of the
additional 2-form field present in the theory. In [15], it has
been explored the important role played by the projective
symmetry in the construction of healthy scalar-tensor theo-
ries. These studies put forward the relevance of the projective
symmetry to avoid pathologies. In this work we will provide
a more detailed analysis of RBGs and show the pathological
character of non-projectively invariant RBG theories from
different perspectives. Furthermore, we will argue how our
findings naturally transcend to general metric-affine theories,
thus making it clear that care must be taken when formulat-
ing theories with non-linear terms in the curvature even when

1 To give an explicit example, for a spin-1 field, breaking the U (1)

symmetry with non-derivative operators is safe, but derivative operators
that break the gauge symmetry typically introduce ghostly modes.
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formulated for a general affine connection. We will also illus-
trate how to evade these no-go results in different ways.

The paper is organised as follows. To make the paper as
self-contained as possible, we start in Sect. 2 by giving a com-
plete and detailed introduction to the metric-affine formalism
with all the necessary relations that we will use throughout the
paper. In Sect. 3 we introduce the generalized RBG theories
with the derivation of the field equations and the transfor-
mation to the Einstein frame. After introducing the general
case, we briefly discuss on the projectively invariant theories
in Sect. 4 where we seize the opportunity to clarify some
potential misconceptions. We then move to the main core
of the paper in Sect. 5 where we study the non-projectively
invariant theories. We discuss how the corresponding Ein-
stein frame relates to the Non-symmetric Gravity Theory so
that the results obtained for those theories are also applica-
ble to generalized RBGs. We study a certain decoupling limit
of the theory to show the appearance of ghosts that jeopar-
dise the stability of the theories. We also show the problem
by directly solving the connection equations. After diagnos-
ing the sources of instabilities, in Sect. 6 we consider matter
interactions that include direct couplings to the connection
and show how they cannot, in general, stabilise the theo-
ries. In Sect. 7 we suggest several procedures that can lead
to the avoidance of the ghosts, essentially by constraining
the connection in different ways. We then consider a hybrid
framework and show how they are even more prone to exhibit
ghosts. We finally give our main conclusions in the discus-
sions.

2 Generalities of the metric-affine framework

Since we are going to deal with metric-affine gravity theo-
ries, it will be convenient to introduce the corresponding geo-
metrical framework. A space-time is defined as a manifold
endowed with a metric and an affine structures, determined
by a metric gμν and a connection �α

μν respectively. Unlike
the metric formalism where the affine connection is assumed
to be completely specified by the metric as the unique sym-
metric and metric-compatible connection, the metric-affine
framework does not establish any relation a priori so the con-
nection and the metric bear no relation between them, and
both are accounted as fundamental fields. Despite the com-
plete independence of the metric and the connection, it is
often very useful to use the fact that given a metric there is
a distinguished connection, namely the Levi-Civita connec-
tion, so the independent affine connection admits the follow-
ing decomposition in three distinctive pieces:

�α
μν = �̄α

μν(g) + Lα
μν(Q) + K α

μν(T ). (1)

These pieces are respectively called Christoffel symbols of
gμν , distortion tensor and contortion tensor and are given by:

�̄α
μν(g) = 1

2
gαλ

(
∂μgλν + ∂νgμλ − ∂λgμν

)
, (2)

Lα
μν(Q) = 1

2

(
Qα

μν − Q α
μ ν − Q α

ν μ

)
, (3)

K α
μν(T ) = 1

2

(
T α

μν + Tμ
α

ν + Tν
α

μ

)
, (4)

where Qαμν ≡ ∇αgμν and T α
μν ≡ 2�α [μν] are the

non-metricity and torsion tensors respectively. Notice that
whereas the torsion is a property only of the affine connec-
tion, the non-metricity defines the relation between the metric
and the symmetric part of the connection, and thus it is not a
property of the affine connection alone. Notice also that all
the non-tensorial behaviour of the connection is encoded in
the Christoffel symbols, since the distortion and contortion
pieces are indeed rank 3 tensors, since they can be regarded as
the different of two connections. As a consequence, whereas
one could choose given coordinates to make the connection,
or the Christoffel symbols of gμν vanish at a point, this can-
not be done for the contortion and distortion pieces. The cur-
vature associate to the connection is given by the Riemann
tensor, which reads

Rα
βμν(�) ≡ ∂μ�α

νβ − ∂ν�
α

μβ + �α
μλ�

λ
νβ − �α

νλ�
λ
μβ . (5)

For an arbitrary affine connection and in the presence of a
metric, we can define the following three independent traces
of the Riemann tensor:

Rμν(�) = Rα
μαν(�), (6)

Pμ
ν(g, �) = gαβRμ

ανβ(�), (7)

Qμν(�) = Rα
αμν(�), (8)

which are called the Ricci, co-Ricci and homothetic ten-
sors respectively. The trace of the Ricci tensor defines the
Ricci scalar R(�) = gμνRμν which also coincides with
the trace of the co-Ricci tensor. Since the homothetic ten-
sor is antisymmetric by construction, its trace vanishes.
Notice that while the Ricci and the homothetic tensor exist
in the absence of a metric, the co-Ricci tensor and the Ricci
scalar do not. Another relevant property worth mentioning
is the symmetries of a general Riemann. While the (covari-
ant version of the) Riemann tensor defined from a (sym-
metric) metric tensor satisfies Rαβμν(g) = −Rαβνμ(g) =
−Rβανμ(g) = Rμναβ(g), the Riemann tensor of a general
connection, only has antisymmetry in its two last indices
Rμναβ(�) �= Rαβμν(�) = −Rαβνμ(�) �= −Rβανμ(�).
This implies that, while the Ricci tensor of a (symmetric)
metric is always symmetric, the Ricci tensor of a general
connection is not. Even if the connection is symmetric, the
Ricci tensor will develop an antisymmetric piece.

Through the parallel transport operation, any affine con-
nection defines a preferred set of paths named pre-geodesics
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or auto-parallel paths. Any of these paths can be defined as
the equivalence class of curves that are a solution of the par-
allel transport equation

dxμ

dλ
∇μ

(
dxν

dλ

)
= f (λ)

dxμ

dλ
, (9)

where two curves are equivalent if one is a re-parametrization
of the other, or put it in another way, if their image on the
manifold is the same set of points. This set of points is the path
corresponding to the equivalence class; and the element of the
class parametrized in a way such that the right hand side of (9)
vanishes is the affinely-parametrized geodesic representative
of the class.2 Auto-parallel paths are occasionally stipulated
to describe the trajectories of test-particles (see however the
paragraph below and Sect. 6.3 for a detailed discussion on the
physical relevance of this stipulation), so it is interesting from
the physical point of view to wonder about the existence of a
group of transformations acting on the affine connection that
is a symmetry of the set of pre-geodesics. Indeed it is known
that projective transformations, which act on the connection
as3

�α
μν

ξ�−−−→ �̄α
μν = �α

μν + ξμδα
ν (10)

leave pre-geodesics invariant. Here ξμ is any smooth 1-form
field. Indeed given a pre-geodesic of �α

μν , any parametriza-
tion of that path is its affine-parametrization for the connec-
tion �̄α

μν = �α
μν + Aμδα

ν where, as is immediately seen
by writing the projectively transformed version of (9), Aμ

has to satisfy Aμ
dxμ

dλ
= − f (λ). The meaning of this fact is

that, regarding pre-geodesics, a change in the connection by a
projective transformation is equivalent to a reparametrization
of the solutions of (9), and therefore the equivalence classes
of curves related by parametrization (i.e. pre-geodesics) are
left invariant under projective transformations. Moreover, at
least locally, it is clear from the properties of smooth 1-forms
that the projective transformations form a continuous group.

The above discussion implicitly promotes the autoparallel
equation to a fundamental level, establishing how particles
move in a general affinely connected spacetime. This is not
however what occurs in standard physics where the classical
equations are derived from an action principle. If we con-
sider a massive test particle, the action is proportional to the
line element computed along its trajectory, i.e.,S = −m

∫
ds

with ds = √|gμν ẋμ ẋν |dλ. This action is obviously only sen-
sitive to the metric and hence the particle cannot see the affine
structure. The equations derived from this action for the par-
ticle will be the metric geodesic equations that coincide with

2 Up to an affine transformation τ �→ ατ + β. The affine parametriza-
tion τ(λ) can always be found by solving d2τ/dλ2 = (dτ/dλ) f (λ).
3 Notice that the antisymmetric part of the projective transformation
ξ[μδα

ν] leaves the geodesic equation exactly invariant, whereas the
symmetrized part ξ(μδα

ν) is the one that leaves the geodesic equation
invariant up to a re-definition of the affine parameter.

the autoparallel equation for the Levi-Civita connection. If
we insist in giving a preferred role to the autoparallel equation
we should add an explicit coupling to the affine connection
in the equations. At a more fundamental level, this amounts
to including direct couplings between the connection and the
fields. We will come back to these issues in Sect. 6.3 with a
more detailed discussion.

Since the projective symmetry plays a fundamental role
in affine geometries and, by extension, in the dynamics of
metric-affine theories (as we will see below), it is useful to
unveil the transformation properties of the different tensorial
objects associated to the connection under projective trans-
formations. For the sake of generality, let us first write down
the transformation law of these connection-related tensorial
objects for an arbitrary change in the connection given by

�α
μν �−→ �α

μν = �̄α
μν + δ�α

μν. (11)

Due to its traditional importance in gravitational theories,
let us start by writing down the corresponding transforma-
tion rule satisfied by the Riemann curvature tensor and other
associated tensors. We find the relation

Rα
βμν(�) = Rα

βμν(�̄) + 2∇̄[μδ�α
ν]β + T̄ λ

μνδ�
α

λβ

+ 2δ�α [μ|λ|δ�λ
ν]β, (12)

where the connection-related objects with an over-bar are
defined in terms of the background connection �̄α

μν . By
taking the corresponding traces we are led to

Rμν(�) = Rμν(�̄) + 2∇̄[αδ�α
ν]μ + T̄ λ

ανδ�
α

λμ

+ 2δ�α [α|λ|δ�λ
ν]μ, (13)

Pμ
ν(g, �) = Pμ

ν(g, �̄) + ∇̄νδ�
μα

α − ∇̄αδ�μ α
ν

+ T̄ λ
ναδ�μ

λ
α + 2δ�μ[ν|λ|δ�λ

α]α, (14)

Qμν(�) = Qμν(�̄) + 2∂[μδ�α
ν]α . (15)

Also the changes undergone by the torsion and non-metricity
tensors are given by

T α
μν(�) = T̄ α

μν + 2δ�α [μν], (16)

Qαμν(g, �) = Qαμν(g, �̄) − 2δ�(μ|α|ν), (17)

and therefore, the contortion and distortion tensors change
as

K α
μν(�) = K α

μν(�̄) − δ�(μν)
α + δ�α [μν] + δ�(μ

α
ν),

(18)

Lα
μν(g, �) = Lα

μν(g, �̄) − δ�(μ
α

ν) + δ�α
(μν) + δ�(μν)

α .

(19)

Now that the transformation laws under a general shift in the
connection (11) are given, notice that a projective transfor-
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mation (10) is a special case of (11) with δ�α
μν = −ξμδα

ν .
The transformation properties of the different curvature ten-
sors under a projective transformation are then:

Rα
βμν(�) = Rα

βμν(�̄) − Fμνδ
α

β

Rμν(�) = Rμν(�̄) − Fμν

Pμ
ν(�) = Pμ

ν(�̄) + Fμ
ν

Qμν(�) = Qμν(�̄) − DFμν

K α
μν(�) = K α

μν(�̄) + ξνδ
α

μ − gμνξ
α

Lα
μν(g, �) = Lα

μν(g, �̄) + gμνξ
α − 2ξ(μδα

ν) (20)

where Fμν = 2∂[μξν] is the field-strength of the projective
mode ξ , and D is the number of space-time dimensions. The
above transformation laws reveal some interesting properties
that will be crucial for the construction of metric-affine theo-
ries. Firstly, let us note that projective transformations leave
invariant the symmetric parts of the Ricci and co-Ricci ten-
sors, but their antisymmetric part is not. This fact is impor-
tant because of what follows: It is well known that higher
order curvature gravity theories in the metric formalism prop-
agate ghostly degrees of freedom (except Lovelock theories),
which can be traced back to the fact that their equations of
motion for the metric are of fourth order and present Ostro-
gradski instabilities. This is due to the fact that, in the metric
formalism, if the action has higher order curvature invariants,
since the connection contains � ⊃ ∂g, the Riemann and asso-
ciated curvature tensors contain Rα

βμν ⊃ ∂2g. Therefore,
introducing powers of the Riemann of order higher than one
in the action, gives rise to equations of motion for the metric
of differential order higher than two. Remarkably, this is not
true in the metric-affine formalism, where the connection is
no longer related to derivatives of the metric but a funda-
mental field, and therefore, arbitrary powers of the Riemann
in the action do not render higher order equations of motion
for the metric. Holding on to this fact, as commented in the
Introduction, it is sometimes argued that metric-affine higher
order curvature gravity theories do not propagate ghost-like
degrees of freedom. This belief is inaccurate because, as
explicitly shown in [14], ghosts arise in theories of gravity
whose actions are arbitrary analytic functions of the full Ricci
tensor unless further constraints are imposed. We will red-
erive this results with different complementary approaches
below. However, it is also known that metric-affine theories
whose actions are an arbitrary analytic function of the sym-
metric part of the Ricci tensor do not propagate more than
the two degrees of freedom of the graviton, and in fact are
ghost-free. These two facts can be understood in light of pro-
jective symmetry. Indeed, as we have seen above, since R(μν)

is invariant under projective transformations, an action which
is an arbitrary function only of the symmetric part of the Ricci
enjoys a projective symmetry. On the other hand, an action
which is a function of the full Ricci tensor does not because

the R[μν] part explicitly breaks it.4 We will see that the break-
ing of this symmetry unleashes five extra degrees of free-
dom associated to the presence of the dynamical projective
mode with an unavoidable ghostly sector. This poses a seri-
ous drawback to consider general non-projectively invariant
gravity theories. There is a loophole in the argument which
we will explore: By introducing additional constraints, even
theories which break projective symmetry can be safe. Let
us now introduce the general formulation of RBGs.

3 Ricci-based metric-affine theories

Equipped with the general geometrical framework intro-
duced in the previous section, we can turn to the family of the-
ories that will conform the main focus of this work, namely
theories of gravity formulated in the metric-affine approach
and that only depend on the Ricci tensor. This might give
the impression of an unnecessary restraint given the huge
freedom permitted by the the general metric-affine formal-
ism. Let us recall at this point that we have a plethora of
different geometrical objects that could be used and which
should indeed enter the action, unless some additional guid-
ing principle is invoked. Since our purpose here is showing
the (generically) pathological nature of higher order curva-
ture theories of gravity in the metric-affine formalism, we
simply take these theories as a benchmark to illustrate the
potential problems suffered by metric-affine theories. It is
important however to stress that RBG theories have received
considerable attention in the literature [5,16–22], due to
their interesting properties that make them appealing and
more tractable than other more general metric-affine theo-
ries, thus being useful as a proxy to better understanding
general metric-affine theories.

3.1 Field equations

The family of theories that we will mainly consider through-
out our analysis will be described by an action of the follow-
ing form:

S[gμν, �α
μν, �] = 1

2

∫
dDx

√−g F
(
gμν,Rμν

) + Sm[gμν, �], (21)

where F is an arbitrary scalar function that depends on the
(inverse) metric gμν and the Ricci tensor Rμν of an arbi-
trary connection �α

μν that is to be determined by the field
equations. We have also included the matter sector through
its action Sm, where � stands for all matter fields, i.e., it

4 There could be more general actions in which cancellations between
different terms contributing to the breaking of projective symmetry lead
to a projectively invariant theories, but one would need to consider other
objects besides the Ricci tensor.
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can carry both internal and Lorentz indices. Unless other-
wise stated, we will assume that matter fields are minimally
coupled to gravity. In the metric formalism, this is a pretty
straightforward procedure to follow free from ambiguities.
However, in the metric affine-formalism, even this prescrip-
tion leads to ambiguities in several respects that lead to
the appearance of terms involving the torsion and/or non-
metricity tensors (see e.g. [23,24]). For the moment, we will
have in mind matter actions containing scalar fields with up
to first derivatives and vector fields whose kinetic terms are
gauge invariant. That way the matter sector will not contain
the connection and all the dependence on �α

μν will come
from the gravitational sector. We will drop this assumptions
later and discuss their impact.

The field equations obtained by varying (21) with respect
to the metric and the connection are respectively

∂F

∂gμν
− 1

2
Fgμν = Tμν (22)

∇λ

[√−qqνμ
] − δμ

λ∇ρ

[√−qqνρ
]

= √−q
[
T μ

λαq
να + T α

αλq
νμ − δμ

λT α
αβq

νβ
]
, (23)

where Tμν = − 2√−g
δSm
δgμν is the usual energy-momentum ten-

sor of the matter sector and we have introduced the object√−qqμν ≡ √−g ∂F
∂Rμν

. In the usual treatment of RBGs,
projective symmetry is assumed, which from (20) restricts
the dependence of the action only to the symmetric part of
the Ricci tensor. Here, we want to offer a more detailed dis-
cussion about what are the consequences of breaking the pro-
jective symmetry in RBGs than that presented in [14]. Thus
in our discussion the full Ricci tensor will enter the action
and, therefore, the object qμν will carry all its 16 components
instead of the 10 components of the projectively symmetric
case.5 Turning back to the field equations of the generalised
RBGs, the above connection equation can be recast in a more
useful form by introducing a new connection �̂α

μν obtained
by subtracting a projective mode from the original one

�̂α
μν = �α

μν + 2

D − 1
�λ[λμ]δα

ν, (24)

which identically satisfies �̂λ[λμ] = 0. In terms of this new
connection, (23) can be recast as

∂λ(
√−qqμν) + �̂μ

λα

√−qqαν + �̂ν
αλ

√−qqμα

−�̂α
λα

√−qqμν = 0. (25)

We can now remove the different traces of the connection
appearing in the field equations by taking the different traces
of the above equation. By doing so, we get from the algebraic

5 Note that in the projectively symmetric case, as only the symmetric
part of the Ricci tensor enters the action, the corresponding auxiliary
metric qμν is a symmetric tensor.

manipulations the condition

∂μ

(√−qq[μν]) = 0, (26)

and then we arrive at the same connection equation found in
[25] for NGT:

∂λq
μν + �̂μ

λαq
αν + �̂ν

αλq
μα = 0. (27)

Solving Eq. (27) for the connection is in general quite cum-
bersome, if possible at all. What is easy to see is that this
equation can be algebraically solved in terms of qμν . How-
ever, qμν as defined above depends itself on the connection
through its dependence onRμν so that this does not in general
give the solution for the connection. A singular case is when
the function is linear in the Ricci tensor so that qμν does not
depend on the connection. This is of course the case for the
Einstein–Hilbert action. Thus, although it would be possible
to work directly with the above equations, and indeed we will
solve them perturbatively in the antisymmetric part of qμν , it
is useful to consider other ways of working with generalised
RBGs. Indeed it can be seen that all RBG theories can be
described in terms of an Einstein–Hilbert-like term qμνRμν

by performing a suitable field re-definition. Let us clarify this
in the next section.

3.2 The Einstein–Hilbert frame

As discussed above, it is possible to obtain the main prop-
erties of general RBG theories by working with the field
equations. However, it is more illuminating to re-write the
action so that the gravitational sector looks more familiar
and, consequently, the physical content of the theory is more
apparent. We will follow the procedure presented in [5,16] for
the projectively invariant theories, extending it to the general
non-projectively invariant case. Let us start by performing a
Legendre transformation in order to linearise the action in
the Ricci tensor as follows:

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

√−g

[
F(μν) + ∂F

∂μν

(
Rμν − μν

)]

+Sm[g, �], (28)

where μν is an auxiliary field. Unlike in the projectively
invariant case, where μν is symmetric, this auxiliary field
does not have any symmetry carrying both symmetric and
antisymmetric parts. We will see below that it is precisely
the antisymmetric part that gives rise to the pathological
behaviour of these theories. In order to put our action in
a more familiar form, we will introduce the following field
re-definition:

√−qqμν = √−g
∂F

∂μν

. (29)

This definition will allow to express the auxiliary field μν

in terms of the spacetime metric and the object qμν , i.e.,
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we will have an algebraic relation μν = μν(q, g). The
resemblance of this definition with the one introduced in the
field equations of Sect. 3.1 is due to the fact that the dynamics
of this new auxiliary field is given by the constraint μν =
Rμν , so that the above field re-definition looks exactly like
the definition for qμν given in the previous section when the
field equations are satisfied. After this field re-definition, we
can then express the RBG action in the form

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

[√−qqμνRμν(�) + U(q, g)
]

+ Sm[g, �], (30)

where we have introduced the potential term

U(q, g) = √−g

[
F − ∂F

∂μν

μν

]

=(q,g)
. (31)

The action (30) already features the standard Einstein–
Hilbert term in the first order formalism, but for the object
qμν instead of the spacetime metric gμν . As a matter of fact,
we can notice that gμν appears algebraically in the potential
U and the matter action so that it is simply an auxiliary field
that we can integrate out by solving its equation of motion

∂U
∂gμν

= √−g Tμν. (32)

From this equation we can obtain the spacetime metric gμν

in terms of the object qμν and the energy-momentum tensor
of the matter sector, computed as the variation of the mat-
ter action w.r.t. gμν as usual. We will see below that there
is another energy-momentum tensor that we can introduce
to make the resemblance with the first-order formulation of
GR even more apparent. Once we have obtained the corre-
sponding solution to (32), we can use it to finally express
(30) as

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

[√−qqμνRμν(�) + U(q, T )
]

+ Sm[g(q, T ), �]. (33)

This is the desired appearance of the theory where the grav-
itational sector reduces to the well-known Einstein–Hilbert
action in the first order formalism. It is important to empha-
sise that the resemblance is purely formal at this point and, in
fact, solving for the connection will fail to recover GR owed
to the lack of any symmetries of qμν . In the next sections we
will explicitly show when this is the case and the differences
when it is not.

In addition to the purely gravitational sector, we also see
how we have generated couplings between the object qμν

and the matter sector. Such couplings arise from two sources
after integrating out the spacetime metric, namely: from the
potentialU generated when linearising in the Ricci tensor and
from the explicit couplings of the matter sector to gμν . Notice
that, since the matter sector was assumed to be minimally
coupled to gravity, i.e., it only couples to gμν , matter will only
enter Eq. (32) through the energy-momentum tensor obtained
as the reaction to variations of the spacetime metric. This
further implies that all the newly generated matter couplings

will only depend on Tμν , which guarantees the preservation
of the symmetries in the original matter sector. Notice that
since gμν appears in Tμν not as Tμν ∝ gμν but in a more
involved form, it could be that if we truly want to eliminate
gμν in favour of qμν and the matter fields, the dependence
could also be more general than through Tμν (we have to
solve the corresponding equation for gμν). However, the new
couplings will still surelly have the same symmetries as the
matter action.

4 Projectively-invariant theories: equivalence to GR

Before proceeding to the general case where the object
qμν does not exhibit any symmetries, let us consider what
happens when a projective symmetry is imposed. This has
already been studied in the literature, but it will be useful to
discuss these known results here in order to appreciate better
the fundamental role played by the projective mode in these
theories. As explained in Sect. 2, in Ricci-Based actions, the
projective symmetry can be straightforwardly implemented
by restricting the action to depend only on the symmetric
part of the Ricci tensor. If that is the case, then it is easy to
see from the definition of qμν that this object will inherit the
symmetric character of the Ricci tensor. Being a symmetric
rank-2 tensor, qμν is then entitled to claim its status as a
proper metric tensor so that the gravitational sector in (33) is
actually the first order formulation of GR. However, the cor-
responding solution for the connection will be given by the
Christoffel symbols of the metric qμν (up to the projective
mode entering as a gauge mode [26]) instead of those of the
spacetime metric gμν .

In the Einstein-frame we thus recover the usual form of
the Einstein equations, but the right hand side is now given
by the energy-momentum tensor describing the reaction to
the metric qμν of the matter action resulting after integrating
out gμν , i.e.

T̃μν = − 2√−q

δ S̃m

δqμν
. (34)

This energy-momentum is highly non-linearly related to Tμν

[17], and will feature new interactions between all the matter
fields in general [21,22], which are the origin of the differ-
ent phenomenology and solutions that differ from the usual
GR behaviour. Let us stress however that these theories are
nothing but standard GR in disguise. The apparent differ-
ences between RBGs and GR are simply due to the fact that
a matter sector coupled to a projectively invariant RBG cor-
responds to another matter sector (obtained as a non-linear
deformation of the previous one) coupled to GR. The pecu-
liar property of the RBG with projective symmetry is that
the interactions in the matter sector present a somewhat uni-
versal form (that of course depends on the specific theory,
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i.e., the function F). As we have discussed above, if we start
from minimally coupled matter fields, all the new interactions
will be generated through the total energy-momentum tensor
[17,22]. Assuming that the most relevant interactions in the
gravitational sector of RBG appear at some specific scale �,
which means that the function F only contains one additional
dimensionfull parameter, then all the new interactions in the
matter sector will not only be universally constructed in terms
of Tμν , but they all will in turn have the same coupling con-
stant. This means that, if an effect is seen at a given scale in
some sector of the standard model, effects at the same scale
will arise in the remaining sectors. Regarded from this per-
spective in the Einstein frame, we can interpret RBG theories
as a procedure to encapsulate a universally interacting matter
sector, in the sense explained above, in an auxiliary field that
plays the role of a non-dynamical connection. In particular,
this property is precisely what permits to study the dynamics
in terms of a metric gμν for all matter fields at the same time.
Let us elaborate on this point a bit more.

The physical meaning of the two metrics is also appar-
ent in the Einstein frame, again assuming minimally coupled
fields. The metric gμν will determine the trajectories of the
particles, which will follow the corresponding geodesics.6

One may then wonder why they do not follow the geodesics
of qμν in the Einstein-frame and how to square this with our
statement that these theories are GR. The answer is quite
simple. Around trivial matter backgrounds, both metrics are
the same and therefore there is no possible confusion. In the
presence of a matter background however both metrics are
different and while matter fields follow the geodesics of gμν ,
it is qμν that satisfies Einstein equations. There is no onus
however because, also in GR when matter fields propagate
on a non-trivial background (and are coupled to it) the prop-
agation does not follow the geodesics of gμν . Paradigmatic
examples of this behaviour are for instance K -essence mod-
els of scalar fields or non-linear electrodynamics (see e.g.
[27–31]). As a matter of fact, starting from a standard canon-
ical scalar field and usual Maxwellian electrodynamics in the
RBG frame, the Einstein frame formulation will precisely be
K -essence [18] and non-linear electrodynamics respectively
[20].

6 It is perhaps convenient to explicitly state the physical situation we
have in mind and what we mean by particles and geodesics. We assume
that there is some background configuration both for the gravitational
sector and the matter fields. Then, there will be perturbations on top of
this background configuration and these perturbations are what we will
call particles, possibly with an unfortunate abuse of language. These
perturbations are the ones that will follow geodesics of a given metric
when we consider their free propagation. Of course, living on a non-
trivial background, the propagation will occur in a medium with which
these perturbations will interact.

5 Generalised RBG theories: the non-symmetric
gravity frame

The explicit breaking of projective symmetry in the RBG
Lagrangian allows the full Ricci tensor to appear in the
action, thus jeopardising the symmetric nature of the cor-
responding qμν . This crucially changes the situation and the
resulting theory in the Einstein frame representation is no
longer GR but it resembles the Nonsymmetric Gravity The-
ory (NGT) introduced by Moffat [32] and which has been
explored in different versions. Although the non-symmetric
frame of generalised RBGs does not exactly reproduce Mof-
fat’s non-symmetric gravity, it does so in certain limits. A
crucial difference is the coupling to matter fields, although
even this can be made equivalent by ad-hoc choices of the
matter couplings in Moffat’s theory. Thus, given the simi-
larities between both theories, it will be instructive to review
some of the known results on non-symmetric gravity that can
then be straightforwardly applied to the generalised RBGs.
In particular, we will review the pathologies that plague Mof-
fat’s theory [25,33] (see also [34–44]) and how they will then
be inherited by generalised RBGs. We will seize the oppor-
tunity to provide alternative understandings for the origin of
the pathologies. Let us start by considering vacuum solu-
tions so that no matter fields are present7 and the analysis of
the gravitational sector becomes cleaner. Thus, the starting
action for NGT (or generalised RBGs in the Einstein–Hilbert
frame) will be

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

[√−qM2
Plq

μνRμν(�) + Ū
]
, (35)

where qμν is a metric with an antisymmetric part8 and U is
some potential for the non-symmetric object qμν . Of course,
in the case of a symmetric qμν , this term can only contribute
a cosmological constant by virtue of covariance, but it can
have a non-trivial structure for the non-symmetric case with
important consequences. In fact, such a term was invoked
in [33] to resolve the pathologies of Moffat’s theory. The
instabilities that plague this theory around arbitrary back-
grounds can be evidenced by different methods that provide
complementary views. Let us start by the allegedly simplest
procedure to show the presence of pathologies.

5.1 Instabilities in the decoupling limit

We will first study a suitable decoupling limit of the theory
that already manifests the presence of ghosts. For that, we

7 We allow the appearance of a cosmological constant like term Ū that
accounts for a possible non-trivial dependence of U on the background
qμν solution.
8 Notice the formal equivalence with (33) when the projective sym-
metry is broken and the corresponding qμν develops an antisymmetric
part.
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will consider the antisymmetric sector perturbatively up to
quadratic order so that

qμν = q̄μν +
√

2

MPl

(
Bμν + αBμαB

α
ν + βB2q̄μν

)
, (36)

with q̄μν an arbitrary symmetric metric, Bμν a 2-form field
corresponding to the antisymmetric part of qμν , and where
the parameters α and β account for the possibility of field
re-definitions at quadratic order (see e.g. [33]). The numer-
ical factor and the Planck mass have been introduced for
convenience. When expanding around such a background at
second order in Bμν we find:9

S(2) =
∫

d4x
√−q̄

[1

2
M2

PlR(q̄) − 1

12
HμνρH

μνρ − 1

4
m2B2

−
√

2MPl

3
Bμν∂[μ�ν]

+ 1 − 2α + 4β

4
R(q̄)B2 + αRμν(q̄)BμαBν

α

− Rμναβ(q̄)BμαBνβ
]

(37)

where Hμνρ = 3∂[μBνρ] the field strength of the 2-form
field, m2 is the mass generated from Ū , and �μ is the pro-
jective mode of the connection. In order to make apparent
the presence and nature of the instabilities, we will first fol-
low a different approach from those used in analysis of NGT
that will allow us to clearly pinpoint the problems, namely
we will resort to the Stückelberg trick. Let us first consider
a flat background so the couplings to curvature in (37) dis-
appear. Then, we can restore the gauge symmetry of the 2-
form by introducing Stückelberg fields bμ via the replace-
ment Bμν → B̂μν + 2

m ∂[μbν], and take the decoupling limit
m → 0. There will still be the scalar mode of the gauge invari-
ant 2-form sector described by B̂μν that we do not need to
consider to show the presence of a ghost. The relevant sector
in the decoupling limit of the action in a flat background is
then

S(2)
dec,flat

= −
∫

d4x
√−q̄

(
1

12
Ĥμνρ Ĥ

μνρ+1

4
BμνBμν+Bμν�

μν

)

(38)

where Ĥμνρ = 3∂[μ B̂νρ], Bμν = 2∂[μbν] and �μν =
2∂[μ�ν]. In order to properly take the decoupling limit, we
have re-scaled �μ → 3m√

2MPl
�μ that has been kept finite.

We see that the decoupling limit shows the presence of five

9 Here we will stick to the D = 4 case for simplicity. In arbitrary
dimensions, the analysis can be carried in a similar fashion, although
taking into account that the degrees of freedom carried by each field
might change with the dimension.

degrees of freedom, namely: one associated to the mass-
less 2-form B̂μν and two associated to the helicity-1 modes
described by bμ and the projective mode. This is of course
the expected counting for (37) corresponding to a massive
2-form and a gauge spin-1 field. In this decoupling limit
it is then apparent that the theory is plagued by ghost-like
instabilities owed to the mixing Bμν�

μν that comes in with-
out the diagonal �μν�

μν element. This signals the presence
of a ghost caused by the negative definite character of the
kinetic matrix. More explicitly, if we diagonalise by means
of bμ = Aμ + ξμ, �μ = λAμ − (2 + λ)ξμ, the action (38)
reads

S(2)
dec,flat = −

∫
d4x

√−q̄

[
1

12
Ĥμνρ Ĥ

μνρ + 1 + λ

4

(
∂[μAν]∂[μAν]

−∂[μξν]∂[μξν])
]
, (39)

showing that either Aμ or ξμ is necessarily a ghost. We have
reproduced the result announced in [14] in the decoupling
limit of the theory.

After showing the presence of a ghost in a flat background,
we will turn on the symmetric sector and allow for an arbi-
trary curved q̄-background. It should then be clear that the
non-minimal couplings to the curvature in (37) will present
additional pathologies. These pathologies have also been dis-
cussed for NGT in [33]. Within our approach we can readily
see and interpret the nature of these pathologies as Ostro-
gradski instabilities [13] associated to having higher order
equations of motion for the Stueckelberg fields.10 The appro-
priate decoupling limit now needs to take into account that
the curvature scales as R ∼ M−2

Pl and the appropriate limit to
be taken is m → 0 and MPl → ∞ with � ≡ mMPl fixed. In
this limit, the Stückelberg fields bμ will feature non-minimal
couplings with the schematic form ∼ 1

�2 RBB. It is known
that these derivative couplings generically give rise to higher
order equations of motion, thus giving rise to Ostrogradski
instabilities. An exceptional case is provided by the Horn-
deski vector-tensor interaction found in [45]. Having the two
free parameters α and β that allow for field redefinitions at
quadratic order, one would be tempted to say that the pathol-
ogy is not physical since the Horndeski interaction could
be reached by an appropriate local field redefinition. It is
worth noticing that even this Horndeski interaction presents
pathologies around relevant backgrounds [46]. Nevertheless,
we need to remember that this is the quadratic action and
it is expected that going to higher perturbative orders, new
higher order non-minimal couplings will be generated. Since
there are no healthy such terms beyond the Horndeski inter-
action in four dimensions, these will need to be trivial modulo

10 The Ostrogradski instabilities have not been properly identified
within NGT and represent yet another problem for NGT besides the
pathological asymptotic fall off behaviour discussed in [33].
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field redefinition to avoid re-introducing the pathologies. At
this point, the pathological character of these theories should
be unequivocal taken at face value. One could argue that
interpreted as effective field theories, there could be a cer-
tain regime of validity at low energies. However, the very
presence of the ghosts already around a Minkowski back-
ground shown above makes this hope difficult to realise. In
this respect, this ghost could be stabilised easily by intro-
ducing a term �μν�

μν . Although such a term cannot be
generated from RBGs, within an EFT approach, not only it
should appear, but also a bunch of other terms accompanying
it.11 The non-minimal couplings however, being (irrelevant)
higher dimension operators, should typically be perturbative
and, consequently, the associated ghosts would only come at
a scale beyond the cut-off. One could tune some coefficients
to push the ghosts to higher scales so that the corresponding
irrelevant operators could have non-perturbative effects on
the low-energy phenomenology. This is clearly beyond the
scope of this works, but it would be an interesting study to
pursue.

A potential caveat of our analysis (up to now) is that we
have neglected the matter sector, but this should not worry
us too much since including matter fields will hardly render
the theories stable. Rather, one could expect a more patho-
logical behaviour. We will address this point later to show it
explicitly.

To summarise, we have seen that the breaking of the pro-
jective symmetry results in the appearance of five degrees of
freedom, two of which correspond to the projective mode and
the remaining three belong to the antisymmetric part of the
metric. In both sectors we have clearly identified the root for
the problems and we can now understand that it is precisely
the trivialisation of the affinity in projectively-invariant RBG
theories what makes them viable by reducing their gravita-
tional sector to GR.

5.2 Another view on the problem with additional dofs

In the previous section we have shown how vacuum RBG
without a projective symmetry (or vacuum NGT for that mat-
ter) are plagued by ghost-like instabilities arising from two
sectors, namely: the dynamical projective mode whose mix-
ing with the 2-form leads to the necessary presence of a spin-1
ghost and the non-minimal couplings of the 2-form field that
gives rise to Ostrogradski instabilities. This has been neatly
shown in the decoupling limit of the theories. Here we will
show the appearance of these pathologies in an alternative
manner. Let us consider our family of theories described by

11 An EFT approach to the restricted class of Poincaré gauge theories
has been pursued in [47].

the action

S[gμν, �] = 1

2

∫
dDx

√−g F
(
gμν,Rμν(�)

)
, (40)

where we again consider vacuum generalised RBGs. Let us
now separate a metric contribution to the connection from
the rest, i.e., let us perform the following field re-definition

�α
μβ = { α

μβ}(h) + ϒα
μβ (41)

where { α
μβ}(h) are the Christoffel symbols of a metric that

we have called hμν and that we will choose in a convenient
manner. After splitting the non-symmetric metric as
√−qqμν = √−hhμν + √−hBμν (42)

with
√−hhμν = √−qq(μν) and

√−hBμν = √−qq[μν],
and using (13) for the field re-definition (41), we can write
the generalised RBG action in its Einstein–Hilbert frame (33)
as

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

√−h
[
R(h) − ϒλαμϒαμλ + ϒα

αλϒλ
κ
κ

−ϒα
αλϒλ

μν B
μν

−ϒα
νλϒλ

αμBμν − Bμν∇h
αϒα

μν − Bμν∇h
ν ϒα

αμ + U(B)
]
. (43)

Here we have used the fact that the connection { α
μβ } is torsion-

free, ∇h is the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi-
Civita connection of hμν , and we have dropped a boundary
term. Notice that we have used (and will use in the subsequent
manipulations) hμν as the metric so we will raise and lower
indices with hμν and its inverse hμν . The field equations for
ϒα

μν obtained by variation of the above action are

Bμνϒβ
βα − hμνϒβ

βα + Bν
βϒμβ

α

+ϒμν
α − Bμ

βϒν
α

β + ϒν
α

μ − δα
μϒνβ

β

+Bβλδα
μϒνβλ − ∇h

α B
μν − δα

μ∇h
β B

νβ = 0, (44)

and taking the trace with respect to α and ν of this equation
we obtain

∇h
μB

μν = 0 (45)

which constrains the 2-form field Bμν to be divergence-free
and leaves the connection equation as

∇h
α B

μν − Bμνϒβ
βα − Bν

βϒμβ
α + Bμ

βϒν
α

β

−Bβλδα
μϒνβλ + hμνϒβ

βα − ϒμν
α − ϒν

α
μ + δα

μϒνβ
β = 0,

(46)

This constraint on the 2-form shows that (in D = 4) Bμν can
be expressed as the dual of the field strength of some 1-form
Aμ so that we can write Bμν = − 1

2
√−h

εμναβ∂[αAβ]. Notice
that the constraint is exact so that we see that the 2-form can
propagate at most the same number of degrees of freedom as
a vector field (see Appendix 1). It is also easy to see that a
projective mode ϒα

μν = ξμδα
ν is a solution when Bμν = 0.
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This was indeed expected since for vanishing Bμν we recover
the usual projective-invariant theory whose connection is the
Levi-Civita connection of hμν up to a projective mode. As a
matter of fact, in the generalised RBG case where the pro-
jective symmetry is explicitly broken, this projective mode
is the only dynamical component of the connection and the
remaining components of ϒ can be expressed in terms of
Bμν by solving (44), as we will do later perturbatively up to
lowest order in Bμν .

Since the equations are linear in ϒα
μν , the projective

mode can be regarded as a homogeneous solution for ϒα
βγ

in the general case, i.e., it belongs to the kernel of (46) . In
order to isolate this projective mode (homogeneous solution)
from the remaining non-dynamical part of the connection
(non-homogeneous solution), it is common to introduce the
shifted connection

ϒ̂α
μν = ϒα

μν + 1

D − 1
ϒμδα

ν (47)

with ϒμ = 2ϒα [αμ]. This shifted connection satisfies
ϒ̂α [αμ] = 0 and it is invariant under a projective transforma-
tion of ϒα

μν . In terms of these variables the action can be
written as

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

√−h
[
R(h) − 2

D − 1
Bμν∂[μϒν]

+ϒ̂α
αλϒ̂

λ
κ
κ − ϒ̂αμλϒ̂λαμ

−ϒ̂α
αλϒ̂

λ
μνB

μν − ϒ̂α
νλϒ̂

λ
αμB

μν − Bμν∇h
αϒ̂α

μν

−Bμν∇h
ν ϒ̂α

αμ + U(B)
]
. (48)

We then see that the projective mode ϒμ is in fact the respon-
sible for the divergence-free constraint on the 2-form field.
From this form of the action we can already understand the
root of the pathologies. Firstly, the absence of a pure kinetic
term for the projective mode will render this sector unstable
on arbitrary Bμν backgrounds. To show this, let us consider a
background where the 2-form develops a non-trivial profile.
On such a background, and leaving out kinetic terms and/or
non-minimal couplings that will not affect our argument here,
the relevant sector is described by

S ⊃
∫

dDx
√−h

(
Bμν∂[μϒν] − m2MαβμνBαβBμν

)
, (49)

where m2 is some mass parameter and Mαβμν the mass ten-
sor that depends on the background configuration, with the
obvious symmetries of being antisymmetric in the first and
second pair of indices and symmetric under the exchange
(αβ) ↔ (μν). If the background 2-form field is trivial, the
mass tensor reduces to Mαβμν = hα[μhν]β so we have

S ⊃
∫

dDx
√−h

(
Bμν∂[μϒν] − m2BμνB

μν
)
. (50)

We can diagonalise this sector by performing the field re-
definition Bμν = B̂μν + 1

2m2 ∂ [μϒν], an the above action

now reads

S ⊃
∫

dDx
√−h

(
1

4m2 ∂[μϒν]∂[μϒν] − m2 B̂μν B̂
μν

)
. (51)

Once this sector of the gravitational action has been diag-
onalised, it becomes apparent that the projective mode
acquires the usual gauge-invariant Maxwellian kinetic term
for a vector field, but with the wrong sign. One could obtain
the correct sign by assuming m2 < 0, but then the 2-form
sector would have the wrong sign for the mass term and,
consequently, the ghost would appear there. Either case, we
clearly see that the presence of a ghost around a trivial Bμν

background is unavoidable. However, there is the possibil-
ity that within a non-trivial Bμν background the 2-form field
behaves as a ghost condensate. In order to see if this is the
case, notice that in a general Bμν background, the diagonal-
isation requires a field re-definition of the form

Bμν = B̂μν + 1

2m2 �μναβ∂[αϒβ] (52)

with �μναβ satisfying generally

Mαβλκ�λκ
μν = hα[μhν]β. (53)

In this case, the relevant sector of the gravitational action can
be written as

S ⊃
∫

dDx
√−h

(
1

4m2 �αβμν∂[αϒβ]∂[μϒν]

−m2MαβμνBαβBμν

)
. (54)

To see whether the ghost persists in general we have to look
to the signature character of �αβμν and Mαβμν . The ghostly
nature of the projective mode is avoided if �αβμν is a super-
metric with the same signature as −hα[μhν]β , being hμν a
Lorentzian metric. On the other hand, stability of the 2-form
sector requires a mass tensor with the signature of hα[μhν]β .
These two conditions are however inconsistent with each
other by virtue of the relation (53) and therefore no ghost
condensation can stabilise the theory. Thus, we find that the
presence of a ghost in the projective sector of generalised
RBGs is unavoidable and occurs in an arbitrary background.
This is the ghost found in 5.1 beyond the decoupling limit.

It is interesting to notice that the re-definition of the 2-
form field that diagonalises the quadratic action for the trivial
background configuration corresponds to a gauge-like trans-
formation for the 2-form, hence, its field strength will be
oblivious to such re-definition. In particular, this means that
kinetic terms with the correct gauge invariant form H2 will
not be affected by the diagonalisation and, therefore, cannot
change our conclusion about the presence of a ghost. The
same reasoning applies to non-trivial backgrounds that vary
weakly as compared to m2. If this is not the case, one might
envision that sufficiently strongly varying backgrounds could
give rise to a stabilisation à la ghost condensate. Even without
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taking into account couplings to gravity, it should be appar-
ent that there will always be UV modes with a sufficiently
high frequency for which the background is effectively con-
stant and, therefore, our discussion above will also apply, thus
showing the pathological character of these modes. A natu-
ral way around this problem is to assume that those modes
are beyond the regime of validity of the theory and, con-
sequently, it does not pose an actual problem. In that case
however, the full EFT approach should be taken from the
very beginning. Moreover, there will also be non-minimal
couplings to the curvature, which after diagonalisation will
introduce yet additional pathologies arising from that sector
so our hopes stand on shaky grounds anyways. To under-
stand this, we must look at the connection equations (44),
from where it is apparent that the solution for ϒ̂ will have
the schematic form

ϒ̂ ∼ ∇h B

1 + B
. (55)

Plugging this solution back into the RBG action written as
(48) and integrating out the non-dynamical piece of the con-
nection ϒ̂ , additional terms like (∇h B)2 and B(∇h)2B will
arise. The latter can be integrated by parts to be put in the
form of the former. Doing this however can result in non-
gauge invariant derivative terms and/or non-minimal cou-
plings arising from commuting covariant derivatives. Both of
such terms are potentially dangerous and the source of ghost-
like instabilities. It is remarkable that the quadratic derivative
terms generated in the action can be brought into the standard
gauge-invariant kinetic term of a two form. However, this is
an accident of the leading order solution and it is broken at
higher orders. Let us see this explicitly.

5.3 Solving for the connection

We will illustrate the form of the solutions for the connection
by considering vacuum configurations, so that the action is
given by

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

[√−qqμνRμν(�) + U(q)
]
. (56)

The connection equations for this action are the same as we
obtained in (25) or (27), i.e., the connection deprived of its
projective mode satisfies

∂λ(
√−qqμν) + �̂μ

λα

√−qqαν

+�̂ν
αλ

√−qqμα − �̂α
λα

√−qqμν = 0. (57)

this equation does allow, at least formally, to algebraically
solve for the connection in terms of qμν . With this aim let us
again decompose the connection as in (41), so that we extract
the Levi-Civita connection of the symmetric component of
hμν . The projectively transformed connection is therefore

given by

�̂α
μβ = { α

μβ}(h) + ϒ̂α
μβ (58)

where ϒ̂ is defined as in (47). We can now introduce the
above splitting (58) into the connection equations equations
(57). By performing the usual trick of adding and subtracting
the resulting equation with suitably permuted indices, we can
write a formal solution for the connection as

ϒ̂α
μν

=
[

1

2
hκλ

(
∇h

β Bγ λ + ∇h
γ Bλβ − ∇h

λ Bβγ

)] (
A−1

)

κ

α
μν

βγ , (59)

where by definition Aκ
α′μ

′ν′
βγ (A−1)κ

α
μν

βγ ≡ δα′
αδμ′

μδν′
ν .

Here Aκ
α′μ

′ν′
βγ is linear in Bμν and is given by

Aκ
α

μν
βγ ≡ aκ

α
μν

βγ + bκ
α

μν
βγ

ρσ Bρσ

aκ
α

μν
βγ ≡ δκ

αδμ
βδν

γ + 1

2
δμ

α

(
hνκhβγ − 2δν

(βδκ
γ )

)

bκ
α

μν
βγ

ρσ = 1

2

[
hαγ h

μσ δν
βh

ρκ + δβ
ρhαγ h

μκhνσ

+ δρ
γ δμ

αδν
βhκσ − hρκδμ

γ h
νσ hαβ − δρ

βh
σκδμ

αδν
γ

− δρ
βδσ

γ δμ
αh

νκ − δρ
γ hαβh

μσ hνα

−δρ
γ δκ

αδμ
βh

νσ + δρ
βδκ

αh
μσ δν

γ

]
.

(60)

In order to explicitly show the appearance of problematic
couplings, it will suffice to give a perturbative solution to
lowest-order in B. To that end, let us consider a trivial 2-form
background and expand around it, leaving the symmetric sec-
tor hμν completely general. The only task then is either to
compute theO(B0) term of (A−1)κ

α
μν

βγ or to directly solve
the equations (44) for ϒ̂ expanded as a power series. Let us
proceed with the second method by expanding ϒ̂ as a power
series of the 2-form B in the form

ϒ̂α
μν =

∞∑

n=0

ϒ̂(n)
α

μν, (61)

where the sub-index n implies that the quantity is of order
O(Bn). We can now use (58) to split the connection symbols
that appear in (57), and plugging the expansion of ϒ̂α

μν into
the resulting equation, we obtain

∇h
λ Bμν − Bμνϒ̂(0)

α
λα − Bν

αϒ̂(0)
μα

λ + Bμ
αϒ̂(0)

ν
λ
α

+hμνϒ̂(1)
α

λα − ϒ̂(1)
μν

λ − ϒ̂(1)
ν
λ
μ −

−ϒ̂(0)
μν

λ − ϒ̂(0)
ν
λ
μ + hμνϒ̂(0)

α
λα = O(B2). (62)

Notice that this equation is consistent with substituting the
perturbative series (61) in (46), as it should be.12 The zeroth

12 To see this explicitly, one should take into account the equation
resulting from contracting α and μ in (46) together with the identity
ϒ̂α [αβ] = 0, wich leads to ϒ̂νβ

β − Bβλϒ̂
νβλ = 0.
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order term gives the equation

ϒ̂(0)
μν

λ + ϒ̂(0)
ν
λ
μ − hμνϒ̂(0)

α
λα = 0, (63)

which after contracting with hμν gives ϒ̂(0)
α

λα = 0 for D �=
2. This leaves us with the equation ϒ̂(0)

μν
λ + ϒ̂(0)

ν
λ
μ = 0.

Doing the permutating trick we arrive to

ϒ̂(0)
α

μν = 0, (64)

which ensures that the Levi-Civita connection of hμν is the
solution (up to a projective mode) for the affine connection
for a symmetric metric. Note that this was expected since for
vanishing Bμν we are describing GR, which has the Levi-
Civita connection of the metric as the only solution (up to a
projective mode) [26,48]. Plugging the 0th order result into
(62), we arrive to the equation for the O(B) piece of ϒ̂α

μν ,
which reads

∇h
λ B

μν − ϒ̂(1)
μν

λ − ϒ̂(1)
ν
λ
μ − hμνϒ̂(1)

α
λα = 0. (65)

Contracting with hμν we the condition ϒ̂(1)
α

λα = 0 for D �=
2, which leads to the equation ∇h

λ B
μν −ϒ̂(1)

μν
λ−ϒ̂(1)

ν
λ
μ =

0. This can be solved again by performing the permutation
trick, thus obtaining

ϒ̂(1)
α

μν = 1

2
hαλ

(
∇h

μBνλ + ∇h
ν Bλμ − ∇h

λ Bμν

)
, (66)

in agreement with previous results in NGT obtained in [25]
and the formal solution (59) given above.13 As stated in the
end of the previous section, and analogously to the results on
NGT in [25], the dependence of ϒ̂ on the derivatives of Bμν

will introduce additional pathologies in the 2-form field. As a
matter of fact, upon substitution of this solution into (48) and
integration by parts, we arrive at the desired action similar to
(37) featuring a gauge-invariant kinetic term for the 2-form
together with the non-minimal couplings advertised above.
Again, the gauge invariance of the derivative operators for the
2-form is accidental of this order, but it is broken at cubic and
higher orders. It is possible, although tedious, to obtain the
solution for ϒ at arbitrary order by following this perturbative
scheme. Obtaining a full solution in closed form appears to
be a more challenging task.

5.4 On more general actions

So far we have focused on theories constructed in terms of the
Ricci tensor alone as a simplified proxy to prove the patho-
logical character of general metric-affine theories described
by higher order curvature actions. Our results should suffice
to clearly identify the origin for the potential pathologies in

13 Although the form of aκ
α

μν
βγ in (60) suggests than the formal

solution has more contributions to first order in B than (66), it can
be seen that aκ

α
μν

βγ ϒ̂(1)
α

μν = ϒ(1)
κ
βγ +O(B2), which implies that

the formal solution (59) and the first-order perturbative one (66) are
consistent.

more general metric-affine theories where not only the Ricci
tensor appears in the action, but arbitrary non-linear terms
constructed with the Riemann curvature tensor. In general, if
we have an action with an arbitrary dependence on the Rie-
mann tensor formulated in an affine geometry, we can always
introduce the splitting of the connection into its Levi-Civita
part, the torsion and the non-metricity. That way, it is possi-
ble to re-formulate the theory in a pure Riemannian geom-
etry with additional fields. These fields, i.e. the torsion and
the non-metricity, can be decomposed into their irreducible
representations under some appropriate group, GL(4,R) or
ISO(1,3) being natural choices (see e.g. [49]), and they will
feature non-minimal couplings to the curvature and, quite
generically, these will involve either derivatives of the fields
or couplings of spin higher than zero. In both cases, as it is
well-known, such interactions are prone to pathologies, spe-
cially to Ostrogradski instabilities. In the precedent sections
we have explicitly shown how these expected pathologies
come about for a particular class of theories and only when
the extra fields drop from the spectrum can we have stable
theories, in which case they simply reduce to GR, but it is
clear that the same problems will persist for more general
actions.

It is important to emphasise that we are providing a general
argument against some commonly quoted statements14 that
the metric affine theories avoid instabilities because the field
equations remain of second order. This does not mean how-
ever thatallmetric-affine theories with higher order curvature
terms featuring additional propagating dofs (other than the
graviton) will be pathological, but one should be careful on
how these theories are constructed and not give for granted
that the very fact of using a metric-affine formulation prevents
the appearance of ghosts from operators involving arbitrary
powers of the Riemann tensor. Of course, non-pathological
theories exist and they can be constructed in a variety of
manners (some of which we will discuss in Sect. 7), usually
introducing additional symmetries, constraints or geometri-
cal identities. However, it should be clear from our discussion
that one should be careful when constructing theories in a
metric-affine framework. The general problematic character
of metric-affine gravity theories can be seen from the anal-
ysis of the perturbative dof’s around Minkowski performed
in [50] where it was shown that, already at that level, wise
choices of parameters must be taken to avoid instabilities. It
is important however to stress that our analysis above goes
beyond the linear regime around Minkowski and, in fact,
some of the diagnosed instabilities cannot be seen from such

14 From a field theory perspective it is evident that having second order
field equations is not a sufficient reason to guarantee the absence of
Ostrogradski instabilities, a straightforward argument being that it is
always possible to reduce the order of the equations by introducing
auxiliary fields. However, in the community with a stronger geometrical
approach to gravity this seems to be less clear.
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a perturbative analysis. Thus, though the perturbative analy-
sis gives necessary conditions for stability, it is not sufficient
to ensure the non-linear stability of the theories. For an exam-
ple of how the perturbative analysis is not sufficient see e.g.
[51–53] within the context of Poincaré gauge theories.

Let us finally briefly comment on how our results can be
relevant for a pure effective field theory (EFT) approach to the
metric-affine theories theories. This approach has been thor-
oughly pursued in [47] within the class of Riemann-Cartan
geometries including up to dimension 4 operators. We have
seen that higher order powers of the Riemann tensor gener-
ically introduce ghosts-like instabilities in the metric-affine
formalism very much like in the metric approach (essentially
for the same reasons). It is possible however to adopt an EFT
approach where these will just be irrelevant operators with
perturbative effects below the cut-off of the theory. In this
view, the ghosts are not really part of the perturbative spec-
trum of the theory because their masses are beyond the cut-
off scale so they are harmless. If the gravitational cut-off is
assumed to be the Planck mass and the Wilsonian coefficients
are O(1) according to naturalness arguments, then the EFT
is will be similar (with additional fields) to the usual EFT
approach to GR. On the other hand, if we assume that the
Planck scale only represents the cut-off for the purely met-
ric sector and the metric-affine sector comes in with another
scale M < MPl, then one would expect the EFT theory to
breakdown at that scale. This implies for instance that clas-
sical solutions where the curvature becomes larger than M
cannot be generically trusted.

6 Matter couplings

In the precedent sections we have only considered mat-
ter fields which do not couple to the connection. However,
our conclusions on the presence of pathological dof’s do
not change substantially by coupling the connection to the
matter sector. Couplings to matter fields in a metric-affine
framework is an interesting issue by itself, specially when it
involves spinor fields (see e.g. [23,24,49]). It is not the scope
of this section to carefully go through the different coupling
prescriptions to matter nor their consistency. Our aim is to
show how our results above are not substantially affected in
the presence of matter fields with minimal couplings as well
as discussing some non-minimal couplings that can be safely
included.

6.1 The Non-symmetric gravity frame for non-minimally
coupled fields

Curvature couplings to the matter sector include derivatives
of the affine connection in the matter Lagrangian. This fur-
ther complicates the connection Eq. (71) by adding extra

terms on the right hand side. However, there is a class of
couplings for which, while adding technical complications,
the qualitative results remain the same with just some minor
adjustments with respect to the minimally coupled fields. We
will start by considering bosonic fields whose non-minimal
couplings are through the Ricci tensor. To illustrate this
point, we can consider a scalar field ϕ as a proxy for the
matter sector. If we restrict to only first derivatives of the
scalar, we can use for instance Rμν∂μϕ∂νϕ or R(∂ϕ)2 in
our action. In the usual metric formalism, these two terms are
only allowed if they enter through the specific combination
(Rμν − 1

2 Rg
μν)∂μϕ∂νϕ and accompanied by the appropriate

second derivative interactions of the scalar field in order to
avoid Ostrogradski instabilities. In the metric-affine formal-
ism however, this is not necessary and the dependence on said
terms is completely arbitrary. Let us note that these interac-
tions will not break the projective symmetry since they only
depend on the symmetric part of the Ricci tensor. Interest-
ingly, it has been suggested in [15] that the projective sym-
metry could also play a crucial role to guarantee the absence
of ghosts for theories containing up to second order covariant
derivatives of a scalar field. They also find that in the stable
theories the connection is devoid of any propagating mode
as a consistency condition as we argued above.

Our reasoning can be straightforwardly extended to other
fields such as vector fields Aμ where interactions like
Rμν AμAν or RμνFμαFν

α also respect the projective sym-
metry and are permitted. The crucial point of all these interac-
tions is that an Einstein frame still exists where it is apparent
that the connection remains an auxiliary field [16]. In the
absence of the projective symmetry, we will encounter the
same pathologies as exposed for the pure gravitational sector
and the inclusion of a contrived matter sector cannot remedy
it. In Sect. 3.2 we showed how to go to the Einstein frame
of RBG theories for minimally coupled matter fields. Let us
see here how to proceed in the presence of non-minimally
coupled matter fields. In this case the action reads

S[gμν, �,�] = 1

2

∫
dDx

√−g F
(
gμν,Rμν

) + Sm [g, �, �]. (67)

Parallel to 5.2, we now go to the Einstein frame of the above
theory, and after splitting the corresponding auxiliary metric
as in (42) and the connection as in (41), and also isolating
the projective mode from ϒα

μν as in (47), we get

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

√−h
[
R(h) − 2

D − 1
Bμν∂[μϒν]

+ϒ̂α
αλϒ̂

λ
κ
κ − ϒ̂αμλϒ̂λαμ − ϒ̂α

αλϒ̂
λ
μνB

μν

−ϒ̂α
νλϒ̂

λ
αμB

μν − Bμν∇h
αϒ̂α

μν

−Bμν∇h
ν ϒ̂α

αμ + U(B)
]

+ S̃m[h, B, �, ϒ̂,ϒ]. (68)

where now S̃m is the matter action in the Einstein frame,
and the variables inside square brackets means that the mat-
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ter action can depend on those fields and their derivatives
in general. Concretely ϒ stands for the dependence of the
matter action on the projective mode, so it will be absent for
projectively invariant matter. It is then apparent that the grav-
itational sector features the same pathological terms. Obvi-
ously, a trivial matter sector background will not modify
those terms. A non-trivial matter background contributing to
the background symmetric part of the metric could help by
providing a kinetic term for the projective mode. However,
the non-minimal couplings to the curvature for the 2-form
that are generated after integrating ϒ̂ out are hardly cured.
In any case, this would require very specific choices of the
matter sector. To make this statement more explicit, let us
consider a particular class of matter sector coupled to the
connection.

6.2 Ultra-local matter couplings

For mater actions which do not include curvature couplings
(i.e. no derivatives of the connection), we already know that
the projective mode will be problematic due to the absence of
a proper kinetic term for it. In order to understand if the inclu-
sion of a general coupling between matter and connection can
solve the instability problems we can now compare the above
action (68) to (48). First notice that the divergence-free con-
straint of the 2-form (45) that came from the field equations of
the projective mode gets modified if non-projectively invari-
ant matter actions are taken into account, and the trace of the
hypermomentum acts now as a source for B

∇h
μB

μν = D − 1

4
�α

[μα] (69)

where �
μν
λ is the hypermomentum defined as

�λ
μν ≡ 2

δSm

δ�λ
μν

∣∣∣
∣
gμν

= 2
δSm

δϒλ
μν

∣∣∣
∣
gμν

(70)

which vanishes for matter fields that do not couple to the con-
nection. Looking at the form of this action, we can see that the
projective mode will in general feature the same problems as
in the previous case when the matter and connection did not
couple. The Ostrogradski instabilities that arise from the cou-
plings between the 2-form Bμν and the curvature of hμν will
still be there no matter what matter action we choose. There-
fore, we see that allowing for an arbitrary coupling between
matter and connection is not helpful in solving any of the
instabilities listed above. To explicitly see what kind of cou-
plings arise, we have to solve the connection equation now
with a hypermomentum. Since generally an analytic solution
is not possible, and even if it is, it is not very illuminating, we
will attempt to find a perturbative solution which will already
give us a clear picture of the issue. Let us then write down the
connection equations when a coupling between matter and

connection is present:

∇λ

[√−qqνμ
] − δμ

λ∇ρ

[√−qqνρ
] = �λ

μν

+ √−q
[
T μ

λαq
να + T α

αλq
νμ − δ

μ
λ T

α
αβq

νβ
]
.

(71)

In order to remain as close as possible to the previous analysis
in sec.5.3, it is necessary to use the shifted connection (27)
and find the relation between the hypermomentum of the
original connection �α

μν and the shifted hypermomentum
�̂α

μν , which reads

�α
μν = �̂α

μν + 2

D − 1
δα

[μ�̂β
ν]β, (72)

where the shifted hypermomentum is defined in an analo-
gous manner as (70). This implies that the hyermomentum
of projectively invariant matter fields satisfies �̂β

μβ . We can
now recast (71) in the form of (25) by doing the same manip-
ulations, thus finding

∂λ(
√−qqμν) + �̂μ

λα

√−qqαν + �̂ν
αλ

√−qqμα

−�̂α
λα

√−qqμν = �̂α
μν + 2

D − 1
δα

[μ�̂β
ν]β. (73)

As in the vanishing hypermomentum case, we can obtain a
formal solution for the full connection in the case of arbitrary
hypermomentum as

ϒ̂α
μν = 1

2
hκλ

[(
∇h

β Bγ λ + ∇h
γ Bλβ − ∇h

λ Bβγ

)
+ 1√−h

hκλ
(
�̂βγ λ

+�̂γ λβ + �̂λβγ + 2

D − 1
hλ[γ �̂α

β]α
)](

A−1
)

κ

α
μν

βγ , (74)

where
(
A−1

)
κ

α
μν

βγ is the same operator as in the vanish-
ing hypermomentum case, which is specified in (60). Notice
that the above formula points to the fact that the addition of
hypermomentum does not solve any of the instabilities due
to the dependence of ϒ̂ on the derivatives of Bμν . To see
that this is the case, let us find a perturbative solution to the
connection in an analogous way to that of 5.3. First we need
to write �̂α

μν = �̂
(0)
α

μν + �̂
(1)
α

μν + ... as a power series in
Bμν , where the superscript (n) indicates that such term is of
order O(Bn). Then, after splitting the shifted connection as
in (58) and then writing ϒ̂α

μν as a power series in Bμν as in
(61), we can write (71) in an analogous fashion to (62) as

∇h
λ B

μν − Bμνϒ̂(0)
α

λα − Bν
αϒ̂(0)

μα
λ + Bμ

αϒ̂(0)
ν
λ
α

+hμνϒ̂(1)
α

λα − ϒ̂(1)
μν

λ − ϒ̂(1)
ν
λ
μ − ϒ̂(0)

μν
λ

−ϒ̂(0)
ν
λ
μ + hμνϒ̂(0)

α
λα − �̂(0)

α
μν + 2

D − 1
δα

[μ�̂
(0)
β

ν]β

−�̂(1)
α

μν + 2

D − 1
δα

[μ�̂
(1)
β

ν]β = O(B2). (75)

Notice that in general, �̂
(n)
α

μν might have a complicated
dependence on the affine connection, and thus on ϒ̂α

μν ,
which may complicate further the solution of the above
equation for ϒ̂α

μν order by order in Bμν . Thus, in gen-

eral, one could make a further expansion of each �̂
(n)
α

μν =
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�̂
(0,n)
α

μν+�̂
(1,n)
α

μν+... where the superscript (m, n) denotes
a term of order O(ϒ̂m) and O(Bn). Since the completely
general case is rather cumbersome, and is not particularly
illuminating, let us focus on the case where the hypermo-
mentum does not depend on the affine connection, where we
can expand only in terms of Bμν . Let us mention that this
would be the case, for instance, of minimally coupled spin
1/2 fields, which have a well known hypermomentum of the
form �

(�)
α

μν = −i
√−qgαρερσμν

[
�̄γσ γ5�

]
. Assuming

thus no dependence of the hypermomentum on the connec-
tion15 (i.e. the matter action is linear in the connection), we
can proceed exactly as in Sect. 5.3 to obtain the following
zeroth and first order solutions:

ϒ̂(0)
α

μν = 1√−h

[
�̂(0)

μν
α + �̂(0)

ν
α

μ − �̂(0)α
μν

+ 2

D − 1
δλ[ν�̂(0)α

μ]λ

+ 1

2(D − 2)

(
hμν�̂

(0)αλ
λ − 2δα

(μ�̂(0)
ν)λ

λ
)]

ϒ̂(1)
α

μν = 1

2
hαλ

(
∇h

λ Bνμ + ∇h
μBνλ + ∇h

ν Bλμ

)

− 1√−h

[
1

2

(
�̂(1)α

μν + �̂(1)
μν

α + �̂(1)
ν
α

μ

)

− 1

D − 2
δα

(μ�̂(0)
ν)

γ σ Bγ σ

+ 2

(D − 1)(D − 2)
δα

(μBν)γ �̂(0)
σ

σγ 1

D − 2
δα

(μ�̂(1)
ν)σ

σ

+ 1

D − 2
δα [μBν]γ �̂(0)γ σ

σ + 2

D − 1
δα [μ�̂(1)σ

ν]σ

+1

2

(
Bμσ �̂(0)σ

ν
α − Bνσ �̂(0)σα

ν

)

+ 1

2(D − 2)
hμνBγ σ �̂(0)αγ σ

− 1

D − 2
hμνB

α
σ �̂(0)

γ
γ σ − 1

2(D − 2)
hμν�̂

(1)ασ
σ

]
, (76)

where �̂(0)
α

(αβ) = 0 and ϒ̂(0)
αβ

β = 0 must be satisfied as
can be shown from the connection field equations and the
identity ϒ̂(n)

α [αβ] = 0. As we can see, besides obtaining the
problematic ϒ̂ ∼ ∇h B+O(B2) terms that we obtained in the
vanishing hypermomentum case, we here obtain also a bunch
of terms that couple non-minimally the matter fields with
themselves and with the 2-form Bμν through their hypermo-
mentum. It is apparent that the addition of these new terms
cannot heal the problematic behaviour of the ∇h B terms by
themselves, thus clarifying why the addition of non-minimal
couplings to matter fields would not solve the instability
problem. Indeed, the extra couplings between the unstable
2-form and the matter fields potentially reduce the time-scale

15 The equation of zeroth order would still be formally valid for �̂α
μν

that depends on the connection, altough in that case it will be harder to
issolate ϒα

μν .

in which the 2-form instability manifests physically through
its decay to lighter particles.

6.3 A digression on metric vs affine geodesic equation

After discussing the consequences of ultra local couplings
between the matter fields and the affine connection, let us
take on the discussion about the propagation of test particles
initiated in Sect. 2. We indicated there how the projective
symmetry was related to the re-parameterisation invariance
of the autoparallel or affine geodesic Eq. (9) that for affinely
parameterised curves can be written as

ẍα + �α
μν ẋ

μ ẋν = 0. (77)

This equation describes the straightest paths defined as those
whose acceleration along the tangent direction vanishes,
while the shortest paths are described by the metric geodesic
equation

ẍα + �̄α
μν(g)ẋ

μ ẋν = 0. (78)

Unlike the autoparallel Eq. (77), the metric geodesic equa-
tion is oblivious to the general affine structure and only cares
about the Levi-Civita part entirely determined by the met-
ric, as it should because the length of curves only depends
on the metric. We can parameterise the difference between
both equations by performing a post-Riemannian expansion
�α

μν = �̄α
μν + ϒα

μν so the autoparallel equation reads

ẍα + �̄α
μν(g)ẋ

μ ẋν = −ϒα
μν ẋ

μ ẋν . (79)

Only experiments can tell us whether particles follow metric
geodesic paths or their trajectories are in turn auto-parallel
curves for the full affine connection. In other words, we can
only constrain the ϒ−sector by resorting to experiments.
However, we can argue which one seems more natural, with
all the caveats that this word might induce, from a theoretical
perspective. Let us state our conclusion right away: metric
geodesic trajectories seem better aligned with our current
understanding of physics. Let us elaborate on why we believe
this.

Firstly, the most natural action for a test particle on a
gravitational field (that may include a general connection)
is given by its line element. If the trajectory of the particle is
xα = xα(λ) for some affine parameter λ, we can expect its
action to be

Spp =
∫

gμν(x)ẋ
μ ẋνdλ, (80)

which leads to the metric geodesic equation and not to the
affine autoparallel one. One might object that the naturalness
and our expectation is crucially biased by our prejudice so
some more motivation would seem desirable. That (80) is
the natural action for the gravitational interaction of the par-
ticle can be motivated by the fact that the particle’s motion
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should be described by its velocity ẋα and, in compliance
with the equivalence principle, it should reduce to ημν ẋμ ẋν

in a freely falling frame. Furthermore, once we accept that
the particle dof’s are described by ẋα , (80) can be regarded
as the lowest order interaction with the metric tensor from
an effective theory perspective. There could be other higher
order interactions but they will be suppressed by some appro-
priate scale. In fact, we do expect higher order corrections of
this type. The same reasoning can be applied to determine the
coupling to the affine connection. If we stick to the equiva-
lence principle for gravity, then the connection cannot couple
directly to the particle. This could be too restrictive because
the equivalence principle is only a required consistency cou-
pling prescription for the massless spin-2 sector of the theory
[54,55]. However, the connection sector could contain addi-
tional propagating dof’s that do not need to comply with the
equivalence principle so there would not be any reason to
impose it for the couplings to the connection. Thus, if we
let the connection couple to the particle, the lowest order
interaction is given by

Spp−� =
∫

ϒμdxμ =
∫

ϒμ ẋ
μdλ, (81)

where ϒμ is some arbitrary combination of traces of the con-
nection. The correction to the field equations coming from
this coupling is of the form

δSpp

δxα
⊃ (

∂αϒμ − ∂μϒα

)
ẋμ, (82)

which contributes a Lorentz-like force and, certainly, it does
not lead to the affine autoparallel equation. Again, we can
expect higher order corrections, but they will be suppressed
by some suitable scale and it will contain higher powers of the
particles velocity. Thus, obtaining the autoparallel equation
for the full connection from an appropriate action is sub-
stantially more contrived than obtaining the metric geodesic
equation, which in turn appears quite naturally. In fact, Eq.
(77) cannot be obtained from a standard variational prin-
ciple in general. Within the context of teleparallel theories
where the curvature vanishes identically, one can design an
appropriate variational principle to obtain the correspond-
ing autoparallel equation as suggested in [56,57]. One can
always resort to suitable constraints and more or less involved
couplings leading to the desired equations (whenever this is
possible), but this procedure seems artificial to eventually
produce the equations in a somewhat ad-hoc manner. An
objection to the argument could be that there is no funda-
mental principle stating that physical equations should follow
from an action. After all, not all field equations can be derived
from an action principle. Thus, we could regard Eq. (79) as
Lagrange equations of the second kind with some generalised
velocity-dependent force precisely given by ϒα

μν ẋμ ẋν that
go beyond the usual friction forces linear in the velocities and

derivable from a Rayleigh dissipation function. However, our
current understanding of physics at the most fundamental
level can be formulated in terms of the path integral whose
primary ingredient is the action (besides an appropriate mea-
sure). Let us recall that the standard model of the fundamen-
tal interactions including gravity is indeed described by an
action so it is natural, though not mandatory, to expect that
physical equations should follow from an action principle
and, in particular, the motion of particles in a gravito-affine
background field.

We will finalise our digression by noticing that a particle
is just an idealisation of some more fundamental (classical or
quantum) field. Standard bosonic fields like a scalar or spin-
1 fields only couple to the metric, so it is difficult to justify
the appearance of the connection (other than its Levi-Civita
part) in their field equations and, consequently, on the propa-
gation of the associated point-like particles. Furthermore, the
propagation of these fields is usually obtained by applying
the eikonal or geometric optics approximation to the corre-
sponding hyperbolic equation describing the dynamics of the
fields, which in most cases reduces to a wave equation (or a
set of them) with the d’Alembertian associated to the met-
ric [23]. In that approximation, the trajectory arises as the
curve whose tangent vector is parallel transported with the
Levi-Civita connection. On the other hand, we can include
couplings to the connection and these will modify the paths
of the associated particles in the corresponding approxima-
tion, but ensuring that such modifications will lead to the
affine autoparallel Eq. (77) will require a certain amount of
artificiality. When considering fermions that do couple to the
connection, the conclusion is similar. In that case the eikonal
approximation will exhibit additional torsional forces, but
they will not mimic the effect of the affine autoparallel prop-
agation [58–62].

Our discussion here is relevant concerning the physical
importance of geodesically complete spacetimes in metric-
affine theories, meaning spacetimes where the solutions of
(77) can be extended to the entire manifold. The incomplete-
ness of these curves can be associated to the existence of sin-
gularities. It is then crucial to discern the class of trajectories
that carry physical information on the propagation of actual
particles. In view of our discussion, it is most natural to con-
sider the solutions of Eq. (78) as the relevant ones in order to
draw physical consequences, even if we are in a metric-affine
framework. If that is the case and our matter sector couples
to the connection directly, then the geodesic Eq. (78) cease
to be valid to describe the dynamics of particles because we
will need to include the corresponding affine forces, but these
will not, in general, be encapsulated in an autoparallel equa-
tion and a case by case study would be required since, as
commented above, universality is no longer a property of the
interactions. It is also important to emphasise that the met-
ric determining the trajectories of different particles could
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depend on the species around non-trivial backgrounds, as it
is the case for projectively invariant RBG where gravitational
waves follow the geodesics of the auxiliary metric qμν , while
matter fields travel according to gμν (see e.g. [5]).

7 Constrained geometries

In the precedent sections we have seen that abandoning the
projective symmetry in the higher order curvature sector of
a metric-affine theory results in the appearance of ghost-like
pathologies precisely related to the projective mode. We will
now discuss the different frameworks where metric-affine
theories can be rendered stable, not by imposing additional
symmetries, but by enforcing suitable constraints on the con-
nection, i.e, by restricting to some specific geometries. In this
respect, it is known that broad families of theories admit sta-
ble (ghost-free) higher order curvature theories for some par-
ticular classes of geometries. In this Section we will review
some known examples where the connection is deprived of
specific components of the non-metricity and/or torsion. We
will finally show a general result that imposing a vanishing
torsion reduces general RBG theories to a theory with an
extra interacting massive vector field.

7.1 Torsion-free theories

We will start by showing how imposing a vanishing torsion
avoids the presence of ghosts. This general result was already
shown in [14], but we will reproduce here for completeness.
The implementation of this constraint can be performed by
either only allowing for variations of the symmetric part of
the connection (i.e., assuming a symmetric connection from
the beginning) or by introducing a set of Lagrange multi-
plier fields that enforce T α

μν = 0. Either way, the resulting
connection equations now read

∇λ

[√−qq(μν)
]

− ∇ρ

[√−qqρ(μ
]
δ
ν)
λ = 0. (83)

Notice that the only difference with respect to the equations
for the unconstrained connection is precisely the trivialisa-
tion of their antisymmetric part. Let us decompose qμν again
as in (42). Due to the vanishing of the torsion tensor, the gen-
eral decomposition of the connection (1) lacks the contortion
tensor. Thus, the connection can here be split in a Levi-Civita
connection of hμν and a disformation part that depends on
the non-metricity Nλμν ≡ ∇h

λhμν as16

�α
μν = �̄α

μν(h) + Lα
μν(N ) (84)

16 This splitting allows us to write a general affine connection in terms
of the torsion, an arbitrary invertible symmetric 2-tensor, its first deriva-
tives and its covariant derivative (i.e. its non-metricity with respect to
�).

without loss of generality, where the disformation tensor is
now built with the non-metricity of hμν . The above splitting
allows to obtain the following relations that we will use below

∇λ

(√−hhλν
) = √−hL̃ν, (85)

∇λ

(√−hBλν
) = √−h∇h

λ B
λν, (86)

where L̃ν ≡ Lν
αβhαβ is one of the two independent traces

of the disformation tensor. The trace of the connection Eq.
(83) together with (85) yields

∇h
λ B

λν = 1 − D

1 + D
L̃ν, (87)

which implies the dynamical constraint

∇h
ν L̃

ν = 0. (88)

On the other hand, contracting the connection equation (83),
with hμν defined as the inverse of hμν , leads to

Lμ = 2

(2 − D)(1 + D)
L̃μ, (89)

where Lμ ≡ Lα
μα and indices are raised and lowered with

hμν . Thus, we see that there is only one independent trace
of the disformation tensor. Using the above relations in the
connection Eq. (83), we are led to

2hα(μLν)
λα = Lλh

μν + (2 − D)Lαh
α(μδν)

λ. (90)

Given that the the non-metricity tensor of the auxiliary met-
ric is given by Nλ

μν ≡ −∇λhμν = −2hα(μLν)
λα , which

implies the identity Lμ = − 1
2hαβNμ

αβ ≡ − 1
2 Ñμ, the above

equation can be used to re-write the connection equation (90)
as a constraint for the non-metricity tensor

Nλ
μν = 1

2

[
Ñλh

μν + (2 − D)Ñαh
α(μδ

ν)
λ

]
, (91)

which becomes completely specified by its Weyl component
(although it is not Weyl-like). Thus we see that the connec-
tion field equations can be fully solved explicitly, and the
connection is given by a disformation piece given by the non-
metricity tensor (91) added to the Levi-Civita of hμν . Given
that this disformaton piece is completely determined by Ñμ

(the Weyl trace of the non-metricity of hμν) , the connection
carries only one additional vector component, instead of a
vector field plus a 2-form as in the most general case. More-
over, from the transversality constraint (88) obtained above,
this new vectorial component must be a Proca field, thus
propagating only three extra degrees of freedom. The corre-
sponding metric equations of the system will allow to solve
algebraically for hμν as a function of the matter fields and
(possibly) the new vector field Ñμ, which ensures the absence
of the pathologies that were found in the most general case.
To illustrate this, let us re-consider a particular example that
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has already been treated in the literature. Assume a metric-
affine gravitational Lagrangian of the form

L = R + c1R[μν]R[μν]. (92)

As explained above, this theory breaks projective symme-
try due to the presence of the antisymmetric part of the
Ricci in the action. Therefore pathologies should arise in the
general case unless further constraints are imposed. How-
ever, as shown in past works [63,64], the torsion-free ver-
sion of this model reduces to the Einstein-Proca system ,
where the Proca field arises from the connection sector. For
more general examples with violation of projective symmetry
but where the torsion-free constraint is imposed torsion, the
Proca field will in general develop non-trivial interactions, as
was already discussed in [65] for the Ricci-based sub-family
F(gμν,RμνRμν) with the torsion-free constraint.

To enlighten the mechanism that renders the torsion-free
version of generalised RBG theories ghost-free, let us resort
to the the Einstein frame of the theory making explicit the
torsion-free constraint. The action of the theory can be written
as

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

√−g
[
f (, A) + ∂ f

∂μν

(
R(μν) − μν

)

+ ∂ f

∂Aμν

(
R[μν] − Aμν

) + 1√−g
λα

μνT α
μν

]
, (93)

where λα
μν is a Lagrange multiplier that enforces the torsion-

free constraint T α
μν = 0; and Aμν and μν are auxiliary

fields that are antisymmetric and symmetric respectively.
In an analogue manner to Sect. 3.2, we can perform field
re-definitions which allow us to algebraically solve for the
space-time metric gμν in terms of hμν , Bμν and the mat-
ter fields; thus integrating gμν out. We can then write the
Einstein frame action for torsion-free generalised RBGs as

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

[√−hhμνR(μν) + √−hBμνR[μν]

+ U(h, B, T ) + λα
μνT α

μν

]
. (94)

This action gives the same connection equations that we
solved above (83), so we can take the above solution (basi-
cally the splitting (84) and Eq. (91) together) and plug it back
into the above action. As it can be seen, the solution for the
connection satisfies the relations

R[μν] = − 1

2
∂[μ Ñν],

R(μν) = Rμν(h) + (D − 2)(D − 1)

16
Ñμ Ñν − (D − 1)

4
hμν∇h

α Ñ
α (95)

which, after dropping the surface term ∇h
μ Ñ

μ, allow us to re-
express the action (93) in terms of the metric hμν , the 2-form

Bμν and the vector field Ñμ as

S = 1

2

∫
dDx

[√−h
(
R(h) + (D − 2)(D − 1)

16
Ñ 2

− 1

2
Bμν∂[μ Ñν]

)
+ U(h, B, T )

]
,

(96)

Notice that this form of the action reproduces the constraint
on the 2-form (87) as the field equations of the vector field
Ñμ (which are in some sense the connection equations in the
corresponding RBG frame), which read

∇h
μB

μν = − (D − 2)(D − 1)

4
Ñ ν, (97)

and imply the constraint ∇h
α Ñ

α = 0. At the same time the
2-form field equations yield a non-linear relation among the
2-form, the field-strength of the vector field Ñμ, and the
matter fields given by

∂[μ Ñν] = 2√−h

∂U
∂Bμν

. (98)

This stems from the fact that our final action (96) is nothing
but the first-order form of a self-interacting massive vector
field coupled to the matter sector. Going back to the partic-
ular case F = R + c1R[μν]R[μν], we can reproduce the
above results (found previously in [63–65]). For this partic-
ular example, the metric hμν is exactly gμν , the 2-form is
given by Bμν = 2c1R[μν], and the effective potential reads
U = −(

√−h/4c1)BμνBμν . Thus (98) becomes

dÑ = F (99)

showing that (96) is a first-order description of a free Proca
field Ñμ with field-strength given by Fμν = (2/c1)Bμν .

7.2 Weyl geometries

Let us now briefly comment on another paradigmatic exten-
sion of the Riemannian framework introduced by Weyl
shortly after the GR inception which has been analised
widely in the literature (see e.g. the nice survey in [66]).
This geometry is characterised by local scale (gauge) invari-
ance and a torsion-free connection so the only non-trivial
part of the affine connection is the so-called Weyl trace
of the non-metricity Aα = − 2

D gμνQαμν . This allows to
replace the metric compatibility condition ∇̄αgμν = 0 by
Dαgμν ≡ (∇̄α − Aα)gμν = 0 which is invariant under
the scale transformation gαβ → e2α(x)gαβ , under which Aμ

transforms as Aμ → Aμ − ∂μα as required by invariance of
the affine connection.

Theories whose actions are constructed in terms of
quadratic curvature invariants for a Weyl connection triv-
ially admit ghost-free theories and, consequently, imposing
the connection to be of the Weyl form evidently avoids the
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ghostly pathologies of the general RBG theories. This con-
straint can be implemented either by imposing the connec-
tion to be Weyl-like from the beginning or by adding suitable
Lagrange multipliers. Now we should impose a vanishing tor-
sion and also vanishing of all the non-metricity irreducible
components except for the Weyl trace. Since for the torsion-
free case there are no ghostly degrees of freedom, it is clear
that for Weyl geometries, since they are a sub-class of the
torsion-free ones, which also feature additional constraints
(non-metricity is forced to be vectorial), there will be no
ghosts either. General quadratic theories in Weyl geometries
have been studied in e.g. [67] where it was shown that some
interesting non-trivial interactions for the Weyl vector can be
generated.

7.3 Geometries with vector distortion

The affine connection in Weyl geometries are characterised
by a vector field that controls the departure from the Levi
Civita connection. A natural generalisation is to include not
only this vector part, but a general vector piece of the connec-
tion in both the torsion and the non-metricity. Such a general
connection was considered in [68] in the absence of torsion
and was extended to include the torsion trace in [69,70]. The
connection in these geometries can be parameterised as

�α
μν = �̄α

μν − b1Aαgβγ + b2δ
α
(β

Aγ ) + b3δ
α[β Aγ ] + b4ε

α
μνρSρ. (100)

This is the minimal field content to describe the desired geo-
metrical setup. It is necessary to have at least two different
vector fields with opposite transformation properties under
parity in order to account for the axial part of the torsion. The
remaining vector pieces, i.e., the two non-metricity traces
and the torsion trace, have been identified (up to some pro-
portionality constant) so that this sector is fully described by
one single vector field. It would be interesting to study the
geometries where the different vector pieces are not identified
and the presence of some internal symmetries in that sector
(see [71] related to this point). The present framework how-
ever allows to substantially simplify the analysis. Within the
framework of curvature-based theories, the general quadratic
action can be written as

SVD = M2

∫
dDx

√−g
[
R2 + Rαβγ δ

(
d1Rαβγ δ

+ d2Rγ δαβ − d3Rαβδγ
)

− 4
(
c1RμνRμν + c2RμνRνμ + Pμν

(
c3Pμν

+c4Pνμ − c5Rμν − c6Rνμ
)

+ Qμν(c7Qμν + c8Rμν + c9Pμν)
) ]

. (101)

where di and bi are some dimensionless constants and M2

some scale. This action will generically lead to instabilities,
once again along the lines of what one would expect as dis-
cussed in detail above. In order to guarantee a ghost-free pure
graviton sector, it is convenient to impose that the theory
reduces to a Gauss-Bonnet theory in the Riemannian limit,
i.e., when Aμ → 0. It is then remarkable that it is sufficient
to restrict the geometrical framework rather than the parame-
ters in the action in order to obtain a ghost-free vector-tensor
theory [69,70]. The ghost-free geometries are characterised
by 2b1 − b2 − b3 = 0 and the resulting action reduces to

SVD = μ

∫
dDx

√−g
[(

R2 − 4RμνR
μν + Rμνρσ R

μνρσ
)

−α

4
FμνF

μν + ξ A2∇ · A − λA4 − βGμν AμAν

]
(102)

where α, ξ , λ and β are some constants that are given in terms
of the parameters in (101) and Fμν = ∂μAν − ∂ν Aμ. The
noteworthy property of this action is that the vector field fea-
tures derivative non-gauge invariant interactions and a non-
minimal coupling, but which precisely belong to the class of
ghost-free interactions cite. Thus, the general result regard-
ing the ghostly pathologies has been resolved in the vector
distorted geometries by two conditions, namely: i) imposing
the recovery of the safe Gauss-Bonnet quadratic gravity in the
absence of distortion and i i) restricting the class of geome-
tries. The singular property of the selected ghost-free geome-
tries is that they generalise the Weyl connection by includ-
ing a trace torsion piece but maintaining the Weyl invari-
ance of the metric (in)-compatibility condition. This can be
easily understood by noticing that the non-metricity for this
restricted class of geometries is Qμαβ = (b3 − b2)Aμgαβ

which is of the Weyl type. However the torsion is non-
vanishing and given by T α

μν = 2b3δ
α[μAν]. We refer to

[69,70] for the detail discussion on the interesting geometri-
cal properties of these geometries and here we will content
ourselves with simply signalling how ghost-free theories can
be obtained.

7.4 Riemann–Cartan geometries

Let us now consider the case of one of the first extensions of
GR, namely the extension of the Riemannian framework to
the so-called Riemann–Cartan geometry, where the connec-
tion is allowed to have a torsion component while keeping a
trivial non-metricity. This can be achieved by introducing a
suitable Lagrange multiplier in the action (21):

S[gμν, �, λ] = 1
2

∫
dDx

√−g
[
F

(
gμν,Rμν(�)

)

+λα
μν∇αgμν

] + Sm[gμν,�]. (103)

While the torsion-free constraint heals the instabilities of
generalised RBGs, this is not the case for a constraint impos-
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ing the vanishing of the non-metricity tensor. Given that the
full analysis is rather cumbersome in this case, we will sim-
ply highlight the main differences between the vanishing
non-metricity and vanishing torsion constraints, emphasis-
ing which are the conditions that improve the pathological
behaviour of generalised RBGs in their torsion-free versions
that do not occur when the non-metricity free constraint is
imposed. First of all notice that varying the above action with
respect to λα

μν one gets the constraint ∇αgμν = −Qα
μν =

0. Now an infinitesimal variation of the above action with
respect to the connection yields

δ�S = 1

2

∫
dDx

√−g
∂F

∂Rμν
δ�Rμν

= − 1

2

∫
dDx

√−qqμν
(
∇αδ�α

νμ − ∇νδ�α
αμ − T λ

ναδ�α
λμ

)

(104)

where the conditions Qα
μν = 0 and δ�Qα

μν = 0 →
δ�Lα

μν = 0 are imposed by the Lagrange multiplier field
equation after integrating it out. The root of the difference
between the two cases is the term in the variation of the
Ricci tensor (13). In the above variation of the action, that
term vanishes in the torsion-free case (after integrating out
the vanishing torsion field), while this does not occur in the
non-metricity case. As a consequence, the connection field
equations for the vanishing non-metricity case are

∇λ

[√−qqνμ
] − δμ

λ∇ρ

[√−qqνρ
] = √−q

[
T μ

λαq
να

+T α
αλq

νμ − δμ
λT α

αβq
νβ

]
, (105)

thus having the same tensorial structure than the ones in the
general case17 (23), which does not happen in the torsion-
free case (83). This difference will have consequences in
the number of degrees of freedom propagated in the differ-
ent cases, as well as in their stability properties. To make
this more clear, let us first decompose the non-metricity free
connection as �α

μν = �̄α
μν(q)+Lα

μν +K α
μν . Notice that

although the covariant derivative ∇αgμν vanishes, this is not
true for ∇αhμν , and thus the distortion tensor corresponding
to hμν in the connection decomposition is non-vanishing. We
thus see that the non-metricity free condition does not have
an implementation as nice as the torsion-free condition, and
the structure of the equations is identical to the general case,
having also the constraint

∇h
λ B

λμ = 0. (106)

In the torsion-free case, we found instead that the divergence
(with respect to hμν) of the 2-form was proportional to one
of the traces of the distortion tensor L̃μ. Thus, in both the

17 Notice that here we could drop the
√−q from the connection field

equations by defining qμν ≡ ∂F/Rμν . However since it does not intro-
duce any advantage, we will not do it to facilitate the comparison with
the torsion-free case.

torsion-free and the non-metricity-free cases the divergence
of the 2-form can be eliminated from the field equations.
Another important point is that the absence of K α

μν in the
torsion-free case and the index symmetries of Bμν and Lα

μν

yield the relations(85) and (86). While (85) is still occurring
in this case, the analogue relation to (86) is

∇λ(
√−hBλν) = √−h∇h

λ B
λν + √−h

(
tαB

αν + 1

2
T ν

αβ B
αβ

)
,

(107)

where tα ≡ T β
βα and the first term on the right hand

side vanishes due to (106). Thus, while in the torsion-free
case these relations together with the divergence of the two-
form (87) allow to write ∇α(

√−hhαμ) and ∇α(
√−hBαμ)

in terms of the vector field L̃μ, this is not the case in the
non-metricity free scenario. Once we have highlighted these
differences, which rely only on the decomposition of the con-
nection that one is able to do in the different cases, we are
now ready to understand why the difference in the tensorial
structure of the connection field equations plays a crucial
role in the stability properties. After the decomposition of
qμν into its symmetric and antisymmetric parts, due to the
symmetrization of μ and ν in the torsion-free case only the
contraction ∇αBαμ enters the connection field equations. As
explained above, this can be substituted by L̃μ in the torsion-
free case and, together with the relations (85) and (86), it
allows to find a relation between both traces of the distortion
tensor. Then, since ∇αBμν does not appear in the equations,
and ∇αhμν can be written only in terms of Lα

μν , the connec-
tion equation (83) allows to find a solution for the full connec-
tion as the Levi-Civita conection of the auxiliary metric plus
a distortion part characterized only by the vector field L̃μ. In
contrast, since in the vanishing non-metricity case (as in the
general one) the symmetrization of μ and ν does not occur in
the connection field equations, not only its trace but also the
full covariant derivative of Bμν enters the connection field
equations. This makes Bμν a propagating field and makes it
impossible to solve the connection only in terms of a new
vector field. Indeed it can be seen that the torsion tensor has
the schematic form ∇B/(1+ B) as happened to ϒ̂ in Sect. 5,
thus potentially introducing Ostrogradski instabilities prop-
agated by the 2-form. Therefore the Einstein frame version
of this theory would be formally identical to the one of the
general case, since the distortion of hμν is not vanishing here.
Thus we see that in general the constraint of vanishing non-
metricity will not heal the instabilities of the previous theory,
as the extra 5 degrees of freedom corresponding to the pro-
jective mode an the 2-form will in general also propagate,
although there could be fine-tuned Lagrangians in which this
does not occur.

We will end this Section by noticing that the Poincaré
gauge theories [72] are formulated in a Riemann-Cartan
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geometry. It is known that the general quadratic theories of
this class present pathologies and only very specific choices
of parameters give rise to healthy theories (see e.g. [51–
53,73–76]). As repeated several times, it is possible to have
phenomenologically viable theories by interpreting them as
effective field theories as done in [47,77].

8 Hybrid theories

So far we have considered RBG in the pure metric-affine
formalism so that only the curvature of the full connection
enters the action. As we explained in Sec. 2, every spacetime
endowed with a metric tensor admits a distinguished con-
nection given by the Christoffel symbols of the metric. Thus,
for any spacetime with a general connection there is a coex-
istent affine structure provided by the Levi-Civita connec-
tion. The hybrid formalism [78,79] steps outside the purely
metric-affine framework and embraces these two coexisting
affine structures so that the action contains the curvatures
of the two connections. As we will see, rather than improv-
ing the situation of the pure metric-affine formalism, delving
into the hybrid framework generically introduces even more
pathologies. This may not be too surprising since the hybrid
formalism is prone to the independent pathologies of the met-
ric and metric-affine formalisms separately from the outset
and hence it is natural to expect the same pathologies at the
very least. The existence of pathologies in the hybrid formal-
ism was analysed in [80] by looking at the propagator on flat
spacetime and identifying the presence of ghosts for a class
of hybrid theories whose action is an arbitrary function of
the two Ricci scalars R(g) and R(γ ) and the hybrid Ricci
square term Rμν(g)Rμν(�).

In order to pinpoint the sources of pathologies for the
hybrid theories, we will consider the following hybrid action

Shybrid =
∫

dDx
√−g f (Rμν, Rμν). (108)

We will then proceed analogously to the pure metric-affine
formalism to write the action as

Shybrid =
∫

dDx
[√−qqμνRμν(�) + U(Rμν, q, g)

]
(109)

where we have defined

U ≡ √−g

[
f − ∂ f

∂μν
μν

]
, and

√−qqμν ≡ √−g
∂ f

∂μν
, (110)

and here f is understood as a function of μν and Rμν .
The general hybrid action written in the form (109) is suffi-
cient to understand the multiple sources of instabilities. Since
we have linearised in the Ricci of the connection, that sec-
tor alone already reproduces the pathologies associated to
the projective mode and the additional 2-form field that we

have extensively discussed in precedent sections. Further-
more, even if we impose a projective symmetry in an attempt
to avoid those pathologies, we can then straightforwardly
integrate out the connection and obtain the equivalent action

Shybrid =
∫

dDx
[√−qqμνR(μν)(q) + U(Rμν, q, g)

]
,

(111)

so we have an Einstein–Hilbert term to describe the dynam-
ics of the (now symmetric) field qμν . That pure metric-affine
sector is then fine. However, the hybrid couplings introduce
yet two additional sources of pathologies. On one hand, if
we have an arbitrary dependence on the metric Ricci tensor,
the theory will be prone to the usual Ostrogradski instabili-
ties in the metric sector. Furthermore, even if we avoid those
problems by utilising only the Ricci scalar of the metric for
instance, that is known to represent a safe higher order cur-
vature of the metric formalism, the potential U will introduce
arbitrary interactions between qμν and gμν so we will have an
interacting bi-metric theory that will again introduce ghostly
modes unless much care is taken in the construction of the
interactions. We can understand this a bit better by consid-
ering a simplified theory where the metric and metric-affine
sectors are split as

Shybrid =
∫

dDx
√−g

[
1

2
R(g) + F(R(μν))

]
(112)

where we have separated the pure metric sector described
by the Einstein–Hilbert action and the metric-affine sector
on which we have imposed a projective symmetry. Each of
these sectors by itself would seem perfectly fine. However,
they can talk to each other through the

√−g factor in the
volume element and this will be the source of the problems.
In view of our results above and neglecting matter fields for
simplicity, we can expect to have two Einstein–Hilbert terms
once we integrate the connection out. This is in fact the case,
but we also generate a potential so the action reads

Shybrid =
∫

dDx

[√−q

2
qμνRμν(�) +

√−g

2
R(g) + U(q, g)

]
,

(113)

where the dependence on the general potential term in (109)
can be separated as the R(g) term in the above action. The
resulting action is then a bi-metric theory where the two met-
rics interact through the potential U and it will suffer from
a Boulware-Deser ghost [81]. Since this potential is deter-
mined by the function f , only functions that generate the
known ghost-free potentials [82,83] have a chance to be sta-
ble. It is clear that resorting to a hybrid action not only can-
not cure the found instabilities in RBG theories, but makes
things even worse by introducing yet new sources of ghosts.
A way around this general no-go result for stable hybrid theo-
ries results in theories where the bi-metric construction fails.
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This happens for theories where only the Ricci scalars are
allowed, i.e., theories described by the action

Shybrid =
∫

dDx
√−g f (R, R). (114)

We can proceed analogously by performing the correspond-
ing Legendre transformations to linearise in R and R, but
now we only need to introduce two auxiliary scalar fields
instead of the tensor μν so we can rewrite the action as

Shybrid =
∫

dDx
[√−g χ gμνRμν(�) + √−gϕgμνRμν

+U(ϕ, χ)
]
. (115)

From this action we see that now the connection is nothing
but the Levi-Civita connection of a metric that is conformally
related to gμν . In order words, the definition of qμν in (110)

yields qμν = χ̃gμν , with χ̃ = χ
2

D−2 , so we only introduce
an extra scalar instead of the full symmetric qμν . The action
then takes the form

Shybrid =
∫

dDx
√−g

[
(ϕ + χ)R

+2(1−D)χ
(
� log χ̃ + D2 − 4D − 4

2
(∂ log χ̃ )2

)

+U(ϕ, χ)
]
. (116)

It is then apparent that these theories propagate two addi-
tional scalars and avoid the Boulware-Deser ghosts of the
general case. It was found in [80] however, that even these
theories seem to present some tension between the absence
of tachyons and ghosts around a flat Minkowski background
so it is unavoidable to have some kind of instabilities.

9 Conclusions

In this work we have addressed the unstable nature of gen-
eral gravitational theories in a metric-affine formalism con-
structed with arbitrary curvature invariants. In particular, we
showed in Sect. 5 the crucial role player by the projective
symmetry in RBGs and how its breaking generically leads
to pathologies. Remarkably, we could establish an interest-
ing relation between RBGs without projective symmetry and
non-symmetric gravity that allows to relate the found insta-
bilities in both families of theories and, furthermore, give
a novel interpretation of the pathologies in non-symmetric
gravity. We have traced the origin of the pathologies to the
absence of a proper kinetic term for the projective mode as
well as the presence of non-minimal couplings the 2-form
field associated to the antisymmetric part of the metric. This
is shown to happen in two independent forms: in Sect. 5.1
by taking the decoupling limit after applying the Sẗeckelberg
trick to restore the gauge symmetry for the 2-form, and in

section 5.2 by explicitly writing the action in a pure post-
Riemannian form with two extra dynamical fields corre-
sponding to the 2-form and the projective mode. Moreover,
in Sect. 5.3 we also present a formal solution that can be used
to perturbatively solve the connection which makes explicit
that the 2-form features unstable couplings as was the case
for NGT [33]. The possibility that some couplings between
matter and the connection could cure these instabilities is
also explored in Sect. 6. First we sketch the construction of
the non-symmetric gravity frame for generalized RBGs in
presence of couplings between matter and connection in 6.1,
arguing that the addition of such couplings will generally be
oblivious to the ghosts (if it does not worsen the instabilities).
We also elaborate in Sect. 6.3 on the distinction between met-
ric geodesics and autoparallel curves and discuss why metric
geodesics seem more natural trajectories for freely falling
particles than affine ones.

Motivated by the results of [14] that constraining torsion
to vanish can render generalized RBGs stable even with bro-
ken projective symmetry, we have extended the discussion
to more general geometrical constraints in Sect. 7, surveying
the cases of torsionless spacetimes, Weyl geometries, geome-
tries with vector distorsion and Riemann-Cartan geometries.
In all cases, although pathologies can still be present, we
have explicitly shown particular cases where the theories are
ghost-free. Finally, we have shown how theories formulated
in the hybrid formalism are also generically prone to ghost-
like pathologies (in particular they contain a Boulaware-
Deser ghost) even in a more harmful manner.

In Sect. 5.4 we have argued why these theories are gener-
ically plagued by ghost-like instabilities and the results pre-
sented in this work should make it clear. Thus, although there
will certainly be healthy metric-affine theories with higher
order curvature invariants, it is crucial to guarantee the avoid-
ance of pathologies before reliably using them for any phys-
ical application in e.g. cosmology or black hole physics.
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Appendix A: Degrees of freedom of massive andmassless
2-forms

Let us consider the action for a massless 2-form in D = 4:

S = − 1

12

∫
d4x

√−gH2 (A.1)

with Hαβγ ≡ ∂[αBβγ ]. The number of degrees of freedom
contained in the 2-form can be readily identified by dualising
this action. To that end, let us rewrite it in its first order form

S = −1

6

∫
d4x

√−g

(
�αβγ ∂[αBβγ ] − 1

2
�2

)
, (A.2)

where �αβγ is the conjugate momentum of the 2-form Bμν .
Upon variation with respect to the conjugate momentum we
obtain

�αβγ = ∂[αBβγ ] (A.3)

while the 2-form field equations give

∂α�αβγ = 0. (A.4)

These are of course nothing but the Hamilton equations of
a Kalb-Rammond field. Since the conjugate momentum is
divergence-free as imposed by the 2-form field equation, in
4 dimensions,z it can be solved by Hαβγ ∝ εαβγμ∂μφ, with
φ a scalar field. We can then plug the solution of the constraint
imposed by the 2-form into the action so we end up with

S =
∫

d4x
√−g∂μφ∂μφ, (A.5)

showing that a Kalb-Rammond field indeed propagates a
scalar degree of freedom. This procedure can formally be
done at the level of the path integral Z = ∫ [D�][DB]eiS by
integrating out the 2-form field. Since the action is a quadratic
form in the momentum, the integration can straightforwardly
be performed giving a functional delta that imposes the con-
straint.

Let us now turn to the case of a massive 2-form field.
Again, we will resort to its first order formulation

S = −1

6

∫
d4x

√−g

(
�αβγ ∂[αBβγ ] − 1

2
�2 + 1

2
m2B2

)
,

(A.6)

where we see that the 2-form now becomes an auxiliary field
instead of a Lagrange multiplier imposing the divergence-
free constraint on the conjugate momentum as in the massless
case. The field equation for the momentum again gives its
relation with the derivatives of the 2-form as (A.3). The 2-
form equations however now give

∂α�αβγ − m2Bβγ = 0. (A.7)

Using this equation to solve for the 2-form in terms of the
conjugate momentum and plugging it into the action (notice
that this is an algebraic equation for Bμν), we can rewrite the
action as

S = 1

12

∫
d4x

√−g

(
1

m2 ∂α�αβγ ∂λ�λβγ + �2
)

. (A.8)

We can now dualise this action by means of Hαβγ ∝
εαβγμAμ and after canonically normalising Aμ by Aμ �→
(m/2)Aμ, the above action can equivalently be expressed as

S =
∫

d4x
√−g

(
−1

4
FμνF

μν − 1

2
M2A2

)
, (A.9)

with M2 = 3m2. We have then that our original massive
2-form field is dual to a Proca theory and, consequently, it
propagates three degrees of freedom.

For completeness, let us also discuss what happens for
more general interacting 2-form fields. Again, starting from
its first order formulation, we can write

S =
∫

d4x
√−g

[
�αβγ ∂[αBβγ ] − H(Bμν,�

αβγ )
]
, (A.10)

where H is the Hamilton function that defines the interacting
theory. Following the same procedure, we can obtain the 2-
form field equations as

∂α�αμν = − ∂H
∂Bμν

. (A.11)

This equation now can be algebraically solved (at least for-
mally) for the 2-form field to obtain Bμν = Bμν(�, ∂ · �).
We can then integrate out the 2-form field by plugging this
solution into the action so we obtain S = S[�, ∂ · �]. If we
dualise this theory to a vector field as above, we finally get
that our original action can be rewritten as S = S[Fμν, Aα],
i.e., as an interacting massive vector field. If the Hamilto-
nian function does not explicitly depend on the 2-form field,
i.e., we have a gauge 2-form field, then Eq. (A.11) is instead
solved by Hαβγ = εαβγμ∂μφ as in the massless case above,
so the action can instead be expressed as S = S[(∂φ)2] that
describes an interacting shift-symmetric scalar field. Notice
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that this dualisation procedure can also be applied to cases
when the 2-form field is coupled to some matter fields and
even for non-Abelian 2-form fields with some internal group
structure.

Appendix B: A spin-1 proxy

In this Appendix we will clarify some potentially confus-
ing issues regarding the counting of degrees of freedom and
the origin of the projective ghost. For that, we will use the
following simpler lower spin Lagrangian:

L = −1

4
FμνF

μν + λAμ∂μϕ + 1

2
m2A2. (B.1)

In this Lagrangian, the spin-1 and the scalar fields play the
roles of the 2-form and the projective mode respectively. We
see that the scalar imposes the constraint

∂μA
μ = 0, (B.2)

while the spin-1 field equations are

∂μF
μν + λ∂νϕ + m2Aν = 0. (B.3)

Let us start by counting degrees of freedom. The expected
number is the 3 polarisations of the massive vector field plus
1 associated to the scalar, giving a total of 4. This counting is
indeed correct, but one may worry that the constraint imposed
by the scalar field could alter this counting. A direct counting
can be carried out by clarifying the number of initial Cauchy
data one needs to provide. In principle we should give the
values of all the dynamical fields and their first derivatives.
However, we have constraints so some of them can actually
be expressed in terms of the remaining ones. The scalar field
equation gives

Ȧ0 + ∂i A
i = 0 (B.4)

so we see that the derivative of A0 on the Cauchy surface is
determined by the initial values of Ai . On the other hand, the
temporal component of the vector field equations gives

− ∂i Ȧ
i + λϕ̇ + m2A0 = 0 (B.5)

that allows to express the initial derivative of the scalar field in
terms of A0 and Ȧi on the Cauchy surface. We have exhausted
all the constraints and we obtain that we only need to give
the initial values of Ai , Ȧi , ϕ and A0, what corresponds to
8 phase space conditions, i.e., there are 4 dynamical degrees
of freedom, in agreement with our expectation.

An alternative way of counting the number of propagating
modes is by resorting to the Stueckelberg trick and taking
the decoupling limit, as we have done for the 2-form case as
well. If we restore the U (1) gauge-invariance by replacing

Aμ → Aμ + 1
m ∂μχ , the Lagrangian becomes

L = −1

4
F2 + ∂μχ∂μϕ̄ + 1

2
∂μχ∂μχ + 1

2
m2A2

+mAμ(∂μϕ̄ + ∂μχ), (B.6)

where ϕ̄ = λ
mϕ. If we now take the decoupling limit m → 0,

the Lagrangian decouples as

L = −1

4
F2 + ∂μχ∂μϕ̄ + 1

2
∂μχ∂μχ, (B.7)

where we have isolated the longitudinal mode of the vector
from the transverse modes. In this limit, it becomes much
more apparent that the theory progates 4 degrees of freedom
corresponding to the 2 transverse modes, the longitudinal
polarisation and the scalar field. Furthermore, this limit also
allows to clearly see the pathological behaviour of the scalar
field because of the absence of a term (∂ϕ̄)2. This can be seen
by noticing that the eigenvalues of the kinetic matrix are +1
and −1. The scalar sector can be diagonalised by means of
χ → χ − ϕ̄ so we have

L = −1

4
F2 − 1

2
∂μϕ̄∂μϕ̄ + 1

2
∂μχ∂μχ, (B.8)

where we see the unavoidable presence of a ghost.
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